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Date: August 29,2005 Time: 203 P.M. 
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GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ & ) 
SONS, LLC, and Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
Plaintiff Consuelo Weitz present with 
Charles Brown, Lewiston, ID 
Defendants Todd Green and Steven R. 
Shook present with counsel, 
Andrew M. Schwam, Moscow, ID 





Subject of Proceedings: Motion hearing i I
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy Clerk 
This being the time fixed pursuant to written notice for hearing of the plaintiffs' 
motioi~ for the Court to reconsider its deiual to amend the pleadings to allow a claim for 
adverse possession in this case, Court noted the presence of counsel and the parties. 
Court stated that it noted that a Motion to Strike Affidavits and Declaratio~is had 
been filed and directed statements to counsel regarding that motion. Mr. Schwam argued 
in support of defendants' Motion to Strike Affidavits and Declarations. Mr. Brown argued 
in opposition to the motion. Mr. Schwam argued in rebuttal. 
Cout:t recessed at 218 P.M.;reconvei&g at 224 P.M., Court, counsel and the parties 
being present as before. 
Mr. Schwam presented an Affidavit of Susan Ripley for filing. Mr. Brown directed 
statements to the Court regarding fl~e affidavit. 
In respoilse to inquiry from the Court, both counsel indicated that they are prepared 
to go forward today. 
For reasons articulated on the record, Court denied the Motion to Strike Affidavits 
and Declarations. 
Mr. Brown argued in support of the plaintiffs' motion for the Court to reconsider its 
denial to amend the pleadings to allow a claim for adverse possession. Mr. Schwarn 
argued in opposition to the motion. Mr. Brown argued in rebuttal. Mr. Schwam argued in 
surrebuttal. Mr. Brown argued further in rebuttal. Mr. Schwam argued further i l l  
surrebuttal. Mr. Brown argued further in rebuttal. 
For reasons articulated on the record, Court denied the motion to amend 
Mr. Schwam informed the Court that the defendants have no objection to Mr. 
Brown and two lay witnesses viewing .the property, requesting that they not cut down any 
more trees or pull up any more wire. Mr. Brown directed statements to the Court. 
Counsel agreed to the view. 
Court directed Mr. Brown to prepare an order in accordance with its rulings, 
including counsel's agreement as to the view, and have it approved by Mr. Schwam prior 
to submission to the Court for signature. 
Court recessed at 3:45 P.M. 
APPROVED BY: 





Charles A. Brown 
Atlorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
CLERK OF i j iS iRiCT COURT 
lLAl-,!ikj <;Cli?JT'i 
BY-- &DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 






TODD A. GMEN and TONIA L. 
G E E N ,  husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 










) NOTICE OF TAKING 
DEPOSITION OF 
1 JOSH RITTER 
1 
TO: JOSH RITTER, Deponent, and 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE C. CASTLE, 
DefendantsiCounterpIaintiffs, and their Attorneys of Record, ROBERT M. 
MAGYAR and ANDREW M. SCWWAM 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
OF JOSH RITTER 1 
YOU WILLPLEASE T m N O T I C E  that at l:00 p.m. on Wednesday, the 21st day 
of September, 2005, at the conference center of Charles A. Brown, 312 Main Street, Lewiston, 
Idaho, the plaintiffs in the above-entitled action will take the testimony on oral deposition of 
JOSH RITTER, pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, before a duly authorized corn 
reporter. If the deposition is not completed on that day, the taking of the same will he continued 
thereafter from day to day and from time to time until said examination is completed. This 
deposition is being taken to preserve Mr. Ritter's testimony for trial. 
DATED on this 31st day of August 2005. C h  4~ 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for PlaintiffsiCounterdefe~~dants 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a hue and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
-/ mailed by regulas first class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar Clearwater Reporting 
Attorney at Law P.O. Box 696 
P.O. Box 8074 Lewiston, ID 83501 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
OF JOSH RITTER 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




vs . Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 1 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 1 
CASTLE, a ~ d  U.S. BANK N.A., 1 
) SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO 
Defendants1 ) ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 
Counlerplaintiffs. ) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 
Jones, Brower & Cdlery, PLLC 
1304 Idaho Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear before an authorized court reporter 
of the above-entitled Court at the Conference Center of Charles A. Brown, 312 Main Street, 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO 
ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 1 9 +? 3 
Lewiston, Idaho, on Wednesday, the 21st day of September, 2005, at the hour of 10:OO a.m. for the 
taking of your deposition in the above-entitled action. 
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED to bring with you the following items and 
documents: your entire file in regard to your client The Inez H. Rogers Trust aMa The Inez Rogers 
Family Trust and/or Sharon McCadarn and/or Thomas L. Rogers concerning Todd A. Green and 
ToniaL. Green, andlor Steven R. Shook andMary E. Silvernale Shook, andtor Danial T. Castle and 
Catherine C. Castle which is inclusive of any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, 
pleadings, memoranduns, settlement documents, and/or releases. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear at the place and time 
specified above, that youmay be held in conteinpt of court and that the aggrievedparty may recover 
from you the sum of $1 00 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to attend said 
deposition. 
DATED this 3 1 st day of August, 2005. 
BY ORDER OF TIE? COURT. 
Charles A. ~ r 6 w n  ' 
n G  
Attorney at Law 
SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM TO 
ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 2 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 






vs. Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 1 
GWEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 1 
S1LVERNAL.E SHOOK, DANIAL T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, a ~ d  U.S. BANK N.A., 
1 
1 
1 ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SERVICE 
Defendants/ 1 BY ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 
Counterplaintiffs. ) 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SERVICE 
BY ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 1 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P 0. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewirton, Idall0 83501 
208-746-9947RO8-746-5886 ( 978 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
: SS. 
Counly of Nez Perce 1 
I, ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ., a resident of the State of Idaho, do hereby 
acknowledge receipt of a copy of the Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of 
Robert L. Grower, Esq., and a copy of the Subpoena Duces Tecum to Robert L. Brower, Esq., all in 
regard to the above-entitled action and issued by the above-namedplaintiffs in tli above-entitled 
5 2  
Court, which copy of said papers I acknowledge as having received on the a day of September, 
2005, and herewith accept service of process on said date at Lewiston, Idaho, in my capacity as an 
individual, with the same force and effect as though the same had been personally served upon me 
in the State of Idaho. 
DATED on this 
SUBSCXBED AND SWORN to before me on this 3y of September, 2005. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF SERVICE 
BY ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 
.=?-f.J .c, 
Notarv Public for Idaho 
My commission ex ires on 
4 /La/ t i  
Charlos A. Brown, Erq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lowiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
979 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharIesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaiiltiffsICounterdefenda~~ts. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDLCIAL DISTRICT OF 
Th?E STATE OF IDAIHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
r. WETTZ, husband and wife ) 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 






TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 











1 AMENDED NOTICE OF TAIUNG 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
1 ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 
TO: ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ., Deponent, and 
TODD A. GREEN and TOMA L. GREEN, STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE C. CASTLE, 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAlUNG 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 1 
Defe~~dantslCou~~terplaintiffs, and their Attorneys of Record, ROBERT M. 
MAGYAR and ANDREW M. SCHWAM 
YOU WILLPLEASE TAKENOTICE that at 10:OO a.m. on Wednesday,the 21st day 
of September, 2005, at the conference center of Charles A. Brown, 312 Main Sheet, Lewiston, 
Idaho, the plaintiffs in the above-entitled action will take the testimony on oral deposition of 
ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ., pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, before a duly 
authorized court reporter. If the depositioil is not completed on that day, the taking of the same will 
be continued thereafter from day to day and from time to time until said examination is completed. 
Said deponent is commanded to have available at said deposition for inspection 
a d o r  copying the following: his entire file in regard to his client The Inez H. Rogers Trust &a 
The Inez Rogers Family Trust and/or Sharon McCadam and/or Thomas L. Rogers concerning 
Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, and/or Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale Shook, andlor 
Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle which is inclusive of any and all correspondence, notes, 
e-mails, documents, pleadings, memorandums, settlement documents, andlor releases. 
DATED on this 3 1st day of August, 2005. 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 2 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certiijr that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
n~ailed by regular first class mail, 
____ sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwarn 
- sent by facsimile, inailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and ovenlight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Skeet # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Clearwater Reporting 
P.O. Box 696 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
-- l @  S<@~lbe f 
on this W a y  of Atgust, 2005. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
ROBERT L. BROWER, ESQ. 3 
Cl~arles A. Brown, Esq 
P.O. Box 1225024 Main St. 
Lewirton, Idaho 83501 
208-746.99471208.746-5886 (fm) 982 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharIesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. W I T Z  and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and W I T 2  & SONS, LLC, an  





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIEL T 
CASTLE and CATHEWNE C. 
















1 ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' 
1 MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO GO 
) UPON DISPUTED PROPERTY BY 
1 MR. BROWN AND PLAINTIFFS' 
1 WITNESSES (EXPERTS) 
1 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PERMISSION TO GO WON DISPUTED 
PROPERTY BY \Ill. BKOlhN AKI) 
PJ..\IKI JFFS' \VlTNl:S\FS [EXPERTS) I 
Charles A. Brown, Eaq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St. 
Lowiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax). 
The Plaintiffs' Motion for Permission to Go Upon Disputed Property by Mr. Brown 
and Plaihtiffs' Witnesses having come on for hearing on August 29,2005, the plaintiffs having been 
represented by Charles A. Brown and the defendants having been represented by Robert M. Magyar 
and Andrew M. Schwam, oral argument having been heard, and the Court, having reviewed the file 
and record herein, hereby makes the following ORDER: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the plaintiffs' expert witnesses of their choice can 
view the above described property so long as they are in the company of Mr. Charles A. Brown. 
Also, Mr. Brown and said expert witnesses will adhere to the Evidentiaj-y Order entered in the above- 
entitled matter on April 18,2005, a c y of which is attached hereto. 
c, $2. 
DATED on this 2 'day of September, 2005. 
District ~udge 
CLERICS CERTIFICATE OF MAILm-G 
I do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoiilg was mailed, postage 
prepaid, to the following parties on the @day of September, 2005. 
Robert M. Magyar Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Attorney at Law & L1.k schwm ~ a w  ~ f i c e  
P.O. Box 8074 514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 1 ( 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PERMISSION TO GO UPON DISPUTED 
PROPERTY BY MR. BROWN AND 
PLAINTIFFS' WITNESSES (EXPERTS)' 2 
Charles A, Brown, Erq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Maio St. 




GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) 




IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all parties to this action, their agents, employees, attorneys 
and any persons acting in concert with or in participation with them, are not to take any action that 
could lead to the destlzlction of, damage to, or interference with, any evidence that inight be relevant 
to this case. Such evidence includes but is not limited to the condition of any roads or trails, any 
remnants of barbed wire or fencing, or trees which may be indicative of fencing, that exist in or near 
the dlsputed area and the true surveyed boundary between the NE % and the SE % of Section 8, 
Township 40 North, Range 5, West Boise Meridian, in Latah County, Idaho. 
IT IS FUXTHER ORDERED that any such destiuction of, damage to or interference with 
any evidence that might be relevant to this case by any such person will be cohidered contempt of 
this Court, and punished accordingly. 
Dated this s d a y  o f A p ~ l ,  2005. 
J O H N  R. STEGNER 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
ORDER - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
@'day ofApril, 2005,I caused a true and correct copy ofthe I hereby certify that on this -
foregoing ORDER to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Ronald J. Landeck r g h t  Mail 
Attorney for PlaintiffsiCounterdefe~ldants U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 9344 ( ) Facsimile 
Moscow, ID 83843 ( ) Hand Delivery 
Robert M. Magyar U.S. Mail 
Attorney for DefendantsiCounterplai~~tiffs # Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 8974 ( ) Facsimile 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 ( ) Hand Delivery 
Andrew Schwarn ( ) U.S. Mail 
Attorney for Defendants/Countelplaintiffs ( ) Overnight Mail 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 Hand Delivery 
Clerk of District Court 
Judy ~6fstrand 
By: 
ORDER - 3 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdefendalts. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wifs 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 






vs. 1 Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SIiOOK and MARY E. ) ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIEL T. ALLOW PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. (PRIEST) ACCESS TO THE 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 DISPUTED PROPERTY AND 
) UPON THE UNDISPUTED PROPERTY 
Defendants1 j OF THE DEFENDANTS WITHIN 
Counterplaintiffs. ) 20 FEET OF THE DISPUTED FENCE 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ALLOW 
PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT (PRIEST) ACCESS TO THE 
DISPUTED PROPERTY AND WON THE 
UNDISPUTED PROPERTY OF THE 
DEFENDANTS WIEEN 20 FEET OF TKE 
DISPUTED FENCE 1 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P 0. Box 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947flO8-746-5886 (fan) 
The Motion to Allow Plaintiffs' Expert Access to the Disputed Property and Upon 
the Undisputed Property of the Defendants Within 20 feet of the Disputed Fence having come on 
for hearing on July 19, 2005, and the Court having reserved ruling until viewing the disputed 
premises, which occurred on August 20,2005, and the motion having been renewed to be heard on 
August 29, 2005, the plaintiffs having been represented by Charles A. Brown and the defendants 
having been represented by Robert M. Magyar and Andrew M. Schwam, oral argument having been 
heard, and the Court, having reviewed the file and record herein, hereby makes the following 
ORDER: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED the plaintiffs' expert witness DUANE PRIEST, and any 
member of his crew, are allowed to go upon the disputed property and upon the undisputed property 
of the defendants so long as not to physically change the location of items, i.e., the fence line, trees, 
bushes, brush, etc., as set forth in the Evidentiary Order entered in the above-entitled matter on 
April 18,2005, a copy of which is attached hereto. Mr. Priest and his crew are allowed to hiin any 
tree limbs or bushes/brush insofar as is necessary to enable him and his crew to obtain a clear line 
of sight in order to conduct the surveying of the property in question. 
% %y of September, 2005. DATED on this ___ 
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO ALLOW 
PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT (PRIEST) ACCESS TO THE 
DISPUTED PROPERTY AND UPON THE 
UNDISPUTED PROPERTY OF THE 
DEFENDANTS W I T X N  20 FEET OF THE 
DISPUTED FENCE 2 
Charleles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-6 (fax) 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage 
prepaid, to the following parties on the day of September, 2005. 
Robert M. Magyar Andrew M. Scl~wam, Esq. 
Agomy at Law by r$crlhr/e Schwan Law Office 
P.O. Box 8074 514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law I ?  
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
SUSAN R. PE 
ORDER GMNTIiVG MOTION TO ALLOW 
PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT (PRIEST) ACCESS TO THE 
DISPUTED PROPERTY AND WON THE 
UNDISPUTED PROPERTY OF T I E  
DEFENDANTS Ti'ITHlN 20 FEET OF TKE 
DISPUTED FENCE 3 
Cbaries A. Brown, EEq. 
P.O. Box 1225fl24 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fan) 
990  
MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar # I  667 
530 South Asbuiy St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882- 1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsinlile 
SCHWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwam #1 573 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for Defendants: Greens, Shooks and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 




v. 1 EVIDENTIARY ORDER 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
husband and wife, and DANIAL T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. CASTLE, ) 





GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) 
61. SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
\ 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all parties to this action, their agents, employees, attorneys 
and any persons acting in concert with or in participation wiih them, are not to take any action that 
could lead to the destruction of, damage to, or interference with, any evidence that might be relevant 
to this case. Such evidence includes but is not limited to the condition of any roads or trails, any 
remnants of barbed wire or fencing, or trees which may be indicative of fencing, that exist in or near 
the disputed area and the true surveyed boundary between the NE % and the SE '/4 of Section 8, 
Township 40 North, Range 5, West ~ o i s k  'Meridian, in Latah County, Idaho. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDE2.ZD that any s-itch destixction of, damage to or inte~ference wiih 
any evidence that might be relevant to this case by any such person will be considered contempt of 
this Court, and punished accordingly. 
Dated this E d a y  of April, 2005. 
J O H N  R. STEGNER 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
ORDER - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this- @'day of April, 2005,L caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Ronald 3. Landeck 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 ( ) Rand Delivery 
Robert M. Magyar U.S. Mail 
Attorney for Defendants/Counterplaintiffs Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 8974 ( ) Facsimile 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 ( ) Hand Delivery 
Andreii Schwam ( ) U.S. Mail 
Attorney for DefendantsiCounterplaintiffs ( ) Overnight Mail 
514 South Polk Street Facsimile 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 Hand Delivery 
Clerk of District Court 
Judy Hofstrafld 
By: 
ORDER - 3 
Charles A. Brown 
Attomey at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableoae.net 
Attomey for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 
Idaho limited liability ) 
c o m p w ,  ) 
Plaintiffs1 
Counterdefendants, ) 
VS. 1 Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 1 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIEL T. ) MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO GO 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. ) UPON DISPUTED PROPERTY BY 




ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PERMISSION TO GO UPON DISPUTED 
PROPERTY BY MR. BROWN AND 
PLAINTIFFS' WITNESSES 1 
Charles A. Brown, Erq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lcwiston, Idaho 83501 
208-146-9941L208-746-S886 (fax) 
The Plaintiffs' Motion for Permission to Go Upon Disputed Property by Mr. Brown 
and Plaintiffs' Witnesses having come on for hearing on August 29,2005, the plaintiffs having been 
represented by Charles A. Brown and the defendants having been represented by Robert M. Magyar 
and Andrew M. Schwam, oral argument having been heard, and the Court, having reviewed the file 
and record herein, hereby makes the following ORDER: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT the motion is hereby granted such that Mr. Brown 
and not more than two of plaintiffs' witnesses at any given time shall be upon the disputed property. 
Mr. Brown and said witnesses will adhere to the Evidentiary Order entered in the above-entitled 
matter on April 18, 2005, a copy of which is attached hereto. 
.,* 
DATED on this day of September, 2005. 
District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage 
prepaid, to the following parties on the &day of September, 2005. 
Robert M. Magyar Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Attorney at Law Schwam Law Office 
P.O. Box 8074 514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law (Fragsm;jd hy Pars,& ../.J 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 74&-S 8Bb 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR PERMISSION TO GO UPON DISPUTED 
PROPERTY BY MR. BROWN AND 
PLAINTIFFS' WITNESSES 
Cilzuie~ A. Brown, Erq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lcwiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fa) 
1 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) 




IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all parties to this action, their agents, employees, attorneys 
and any persons acting in concert with or in participation with them, are not to take any action that 
could lead to the destruction of, damage to, orinterference with, any evidence that might be relevant 
to this case. Such evidence includes but iq not limited to the condition of any roads or trails, any 
remnants of barbed wire or fencing, or trees which may be indicative of fencing, that exist in or near 
the disputed area and the true surveyed boundary between the NE % and the SE % of Section 8, 
Township 40 North, Range 5 ,  West Boise Meridian, in Latah County, Idaho. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any such destruction of, damage to or interference with 
any evidence that might be relevant to this case by any such person will be considered contempt of 
this Couit, and punished accordingly. 
Dated this s d a y  of April, 2005. 
)OHM R. STEGNER 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
ORDER - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
R4day of April, 2005,i caused a true and correct copy ofthe I hereby certify that on this 
foregoing ORDER to be served on the following in tile manner indicated below: 
Ronald J. Landeck &Overnight Mail 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 9344 ( ) Facsimile 
Moscow, ID 83843 ( ) Hand Delivery 
Robert M. Magyar hP U.S. Mail 
Attorney for DefendantsICou~~terplaintiffs ( ) Overnight Mail 
P.O. Box 8974 ( ) Facsimile 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 ( ) Hand Delivery 
Andxew Schwam ( ) U.S. Mail 
Attorney for DefendantsICounterpIaintiffs ( ) Overnight Mail 
5 14 Soutl~ Polk Street Facsimile 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 Hand Delivery 
Clerk of District Court 
Judy Hofstrand 
By: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsiCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND SUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. W I T Z ,  husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 





vs. 1 Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. ) 
GREEN, husband and wife, 1 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. ) 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 1 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 NOTICE OF TAKING TELEPHONIC 
1 DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
Defendants1 1 DANIAL T. CASTLE 
Counterplaintiffs. ) 
TO: DANIAL T. CASTLE, Deponent, and 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANTAL T. CASTLE and C A T I - I E m  C. CASTLE, 
NOTICE OF TAKING TELEPHONIC 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
DANIAL T. CASTLE I 
Defenda~tsICounterplaintiffs, and their Attorneys of Record, ROBERT M. 
MAGYAR and ANDREW M. SCHWAM 
YOU WILL PLEASETAKENOTICE that onThursday, the 22nd day of September, 
2005, at a time and at a phone number to be agreed upon by the parties hereto, the plaintiffs in the 
above-entitled action will talte telephonic testimony on oral examination of DANIAL T. CASTLE, 
pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, before a duly authorized court reporter from the firm 
of Clearwater Reporting. If the deposition is not completed on that day, the t ak i~~g  of the same will 
be continued thereafter from day to day and from time lo time until said examination is completed. 
Plaintiffs will initiate the conference call from the offices of Robert M. Magyar, 201 North Main 
Street, Moscow, Idaho, at which time you are notified to appear and take such part in the 
examinatioil as you may deem proper. 
Said deponent is co~mnanded to have available at said deposition the originals plus 
true copies of the documents set forth on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made a part hereof as 
though fully set forth, along with providing true and correct copies to plaintiffs' counsel prior to the 
scheduled date and time of the deposition: 
DATED on this __ $ day of September, 2005. 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICou~terdefendants 
NOTICE OF TAKING TELEPIIONIC 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
DANIAL T. CASTLE 
Charles A Bmwn, Esq. 
P 0 Box 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
t/ mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post OEce 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
201 North Main Street 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Clearwater Reporting 
P.O. Box 696 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
% 
on this A day of September, 2005. 
NOTICE OF TAIGNG TELEPHONIC 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
DANIAZ, T. CASTLE 3 
c1,aries A. Brown, Esq. 
PO. Box 12251324 MainSt. 
Lcwiston, Idaho 83501 
~os-746-9947nos-74~-5~86 
EXEIIBIT "A" 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF DANIAL T. CASTLE 
Please produce all documents prepared by all surveyors, foresters or other persons 
who, at your request or under your direction or control, have inspected the real propeily affected by 
this lawsuit &or investigated any factual circumstance related to this lawsuit during the course of 
or as a result of each such inspection or investigation, including all correspondence, notes, 
statements, drawings, and reports. 
Please produce all documents relied upon by the experts retained by you in regard to 
the above-referenced lawsuit. 
Please produce all documents, recorded or otherwise, that effectuated or demonstrate 
the transaction or transactions by which you obtained from your immediate predecessors record 
ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" identified in the Coinplaint in this matter. 
Please produce all title insurance commitments and policies obtained by your 
immediate predecessors or you in the transaction or transactions by which you obtained record 
ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" 
identified in the Complaint in this matter. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your allegations that the fence at issue in this lawsuit was constmcted for convenience or as a 
barrier, including as a barrier to hold cattle. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in yourhswcr  and Counterclaim, tlie allegations of paragraph 1 1 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"[tlhe Monson survey determined that said fence and fence line are located as little as approximately 
75 feet, and as much as approximately 150 feet, south of the quarter-section line and running easterly 
and westerly over the entire length of the quarter-section line between the NE 114 and SE 114 of said 
Section 8." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in yourhswer  and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
EXEI~BIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF DANIAL T. CASTLE - 1 
Chwler A. Brown, Esg. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idalia 83501 
208-746-9947nO8-746-5886 (fa* 
"[alccording to the Monson survey, the property claimed by Plaintiffs collectively totals 
approximately 8.57 acres ...." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations ofparagraph 13 of Plaintiffs' Complai~it that 
"Fred J. Schoepflin and Howard Schoepflin (collectively "Schoepflins") consistently pastured cattle 
on the NE 114 of said Section 8 and the Disputed Property from 1929 through 1972." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or otlier tangible items upon which you 
state, in paragraph 13 of your Answer and Cou~terclaim, that the land claimed by PIaintiIfs 'Ys not 
and was not pasture at any time material to this case." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 14 through 16 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement in paragraph 17 of your Answer and Counterclaim that "these were not adverse 
in nature and were acco~mnodated as a neighborly accommodation." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 18 and 19 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs Coinplaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 22 and 28 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
PIease produce a11 documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement, in paragraphs 30 and 3 1 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that Defendants 
"deny that any fence ever existed that was substantial enough to serve as a boundary fence ...." 
EXJ3IBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF DANIAL T. CASTLE - 2 
Charles A. Brown, Bq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewisfon, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-74a.5886 (fan) 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement, in paragraph 29 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that Defendants "deny that 
the reason for its construction is unknown." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 43 and 44 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents prepared, drafted, or signed by your predecessors in 
interest that state that they did not permit Plaintiffs to use or occupy the "Disputed Property" andlor 
that they did not permit Plaintiffs to use or occupy the "Disputed Property" with the intent to define 
property boundaries or ownership. 
Please produce the real estate listing agreements, realtor listing materials, realtor 
informational materials, and realtor advertising materials provided to you or available to you prior 
to entering into the transaction or tralsactions by which you obtained from your immediate 
predecessors record ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" identified in the Complaint 
in this matter. 
Please produce a copy of the Green/Castle agreement which is quoted in part in 
paragraph 9. of Affidavit of Todd Green, dated June 20,2005, and filed in this matter. 
Please produce any and all aerial photographs in your possession, or which are in the 
possession of your experts or your attorneys, which depict the disputed property. 
Please produce a copy of a~y and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, 
pleadings, memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, andlor releases in your possession 
concer~ing Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, and/or Steven R. Shook a ~ d  Mary E. Silvernale 
Shook, andlor Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle which transpired with The Inez H. Rogers 
Tmst dMa The Inez Rogers Family Trust andlor Sharon McCadam andlor Thomas L. Rogers which 
dealt with the sale of the property i.e, the SE114 o r  Section 8, Township 40 North, Range 5, West 
of the Boise Meridian in Latah County, State of Idaho. 
EXHIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF DANIAL T. CASTLE - 3 
Chwliiios A. Brown, Bsq. 
P 0. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947R08-746-5886 (fax) 
Please produce a copy of any and all recorded covenants, conditions, andlor 
restrictions and any road maintenance agreements that may apply in any manner to the disputed 
property which is the subject matter of this lawsuit. 
Please produce a copy of any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, docunents, 
pleadings, memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, and/or releases in your possession 
concerning Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, andlor Steven R. Shook and Maq  E. Silvernale 
Shook, and/or Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle in regard to the transaction with The Inez 
H. Rogers Trust a/k/a The Inez Rogers Family Trust andlor Sharon McCadarn andlor Thomas L. 
Rogers. 
Please produce any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, pleadings, 
memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, andlor releases in regard to the transaction with 
Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green andlor Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale Shook and/or 
with you. 
Please produce any and all photographs of whatsoever nature concerning any real 
property, personal property, or items of any nature whatsoever that may apply to the litigation at 
issue. 
Please produce any and all reports prepared by you or on your behalf in regard to the 
purchase of the property by you from Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, and also in regard to the 
properties purchased by Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale Shook from Todd A. Green and 
Tonia L. Green andlor the properties purchased by Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green from The Inez 
H. Rogers Trust m a  The Inez Rogers Family Trust andlor Sharon McCadam andlor Thomas L. 
Rogers. 
Please produce any and all reports prepared by you or on your behalf in regard to the 
disputed property which is the subject matter of this lawsuit, which may or may not be used at the 
trial scheduled herein. 
Please produce any and all exhibits which you intend to reply upon at the trial 
scheduled herein. 
EXFIIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF DANIAL T. CASTLE - 4 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947,208-746.5886 (fa*) 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Maill Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney Tor Plaii~tiffsiCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVEWALE SHOOK, DANIAL T 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 












) NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
1 DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK 
TO: STEVEN R. SHOOK, Deponent, and 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHJ3RINE C. CASTLE, 
Defendants/Counterplaintiffs, and their Attorneys of Record, ROBERT M. 
MAGYAR and ANDREW M. SCHWAM 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK 1 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that at 1 :00 p.m. on Thursday, the 22nd day 
of September, 2005, at the conference room of Robert M. Magyar, 201 North Main, Moscow, Idaho, 
the plaintiffs in the above-entitled action will take the testimony on oral deposition of STEVEN R. 
SHOOK, pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, before a duly authorized court reporter. 
If the deposition is not completed on that day, the taking of the same will be continued thereafler 
from day to day and from time to time until said examination is completed. 
Said deponent is commanded to have available at said deposition for inspection 
andlor copying the items set fort11 on Exhibit "Pattached hereto and made a part hereof as though 
fitlly set forth. 
DATED on this 1 day of September. 2005. 
f , ~  n 2- 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewistoo, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947n08-746d886 (fax11 0 0 7 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
md deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwarn 
sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivev 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
201 North Main Street 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwarn, Esq. 
Schwm Law Office 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Clearwater Reporting 
P.O. Box 696 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
'+L 
on this 8 day of September, 2005. 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK 3 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Md~o 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fa 1008 
EXHIBIT "A" 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF STEPHEN R. SHOOK 
Please produce all documents prepared by all surveyors, foresters or other persons 
who, at your request or under your direction or control, have inspected the real property affected by 
this lawsuit &d/or investigated any factual circumstance related to this lawsuit during the c o w e  of 
or as a result of each such inspection or investigation, including all correspondence, notes, 
statements, drawings, and reports. 
Please produce all documents relied upon by the experts retained by you in regard to 
the above-referenced lawsuit. 
Please produce all documents, recorded or otherwise, that effectuated or demonstrate 
the transaction or transactions by which you obtained from your immediate predecessors record 
ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" identified in the Complaint in this matter. 
Please produce all title insurance commitments and policies obtained by your 
immediate predecessors or you in the transaction or transactions by which you obtained record 
ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" 
identified in the Complaint in this matter. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your allegations that the fence at issue in this lawsuit was constructed for convenience or as a 
barrier, including as abmier  to hold cattle. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 1 1 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"[tlhe Monson survey determined that said fence and fence line are located as little as approxiinately 
75 feet, and as much as approximately 150 feet, south of the quarter-section line and running easterly 
and westerly over the entire length of the quarter-section line between the NE 114 and SE 114 of said 
Section 8." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations ofparagraph 12 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"[alccording to the Monson survey, the property claimed by Plaintiffs collectively totals 
approximately 8.57 acres ...." 
EXHIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK - 1 
Chvles A. Brow, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston. Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471268-746-5886 (fan) 1 0 0 9  
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 13 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"Fred J. Schoepflin and Howard Schoepflin (collectively "Schoepflins") consistently pastured cattle 
on the NE 114 of said Section 8 and the Disputed Property horn 1929 through 1972." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
state, in paragraph 13 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that the land claimed by Plaintiffs "is not 
and was not pasture at any time material to this case." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon wlzich you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 14 through 16 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement inparagraph 17 of your Answer and Counterclaim that "these were not adverse 
in nature and were accommodated as a neighborly accommodation." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or olher tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 18 and 19 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible iteins upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 22 and 28 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement, in paragraphs 30 and 31 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that Defendants 
"deny that any fence ever existed that was substantial enough to serve as a boundary fence ...." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement, in paragraph 29 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that Defendants "deny that 
the reason for its construction is unknown." 
E~HIBIT -A= TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK - 2 
Charles A. Brown. Bsa 
PO. Box 1225f324 ~ a l d ~ t .  
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-7116-99471208-746-5886 (fauf 
POSO 
Please produce all docnments, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 43 and 44 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents prepared, drafled, or signed by your predecessors in 
interest that state that they did not permit Plaintiffs to use or occupy the "Disputed Property" and/or 
that they did not permit Plaintiffs to use or occupy the "Disputed Property" with the intent to define 
property boundaries or ownership. 
Please produce the real estate listing agreements, realtor listing materials, realtor 
informational materials, and realtor advertising materials provided to you or available to you prior 
to entering into the transaction or transactions by which you obtained from your immediate 
predecessors record ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Properly" identified in the Complaint 
in tlus matter. 
Please produce a copy of the Greedcastle agreement which is quoted in part in 
paragraph 9. of Affidavit of Todd Green, dated June 20,2005, and filed in this matter. 
Please produce any and all aerial photographs in your possession, or which are in the 
possession of your experts or your attorneys, which depict the disputed property. 
Please produce a copy of any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, 
pleadings, memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, andor releases in your possession 
concerning Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, and/or Steven R. Shoolc and Mary E. Silvemale 
Shook, and/or Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle which transpired with The Inez H. Rogers 
Trust aikla The Inez Rogers Family Trust and/or ~ h a r o n  Mc~adam andlor Thomas L. Rogers which 
dealt with the sale of the property i.e, the SE1/4 of Section 8, Township 40 North, Range 5, West 
of the Boise Meridian in Latah County, State of Idaho. 
Please produce a copy of any and all recorded covenants, conditions, andlor 
restrictions and any road maintenance agreements that may apply in any manner to the disputed 
property which is the subject matter of this lawsuit. 
Please produce a copy of any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, 
pleadings, memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, and/or releases in your possession 
concerning Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, and/or Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale 
Shook, and/or Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle in regard to the transaction with The Inez 
EXHIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK - 3 
CharIcs A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewirtoq Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471298-746-8886 (fax)f 9 4 'i 
A. . -  
H. Rogers Trust aWa The Inez Rogers Family Trust and/or Sharon McCadam and/or Thomas L. 
Rogers. 
Please produce any and all corresponde~~ce, notes, e-mails, documents, pleadings, 
memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, and/or releases in regard to the transaction with 
Todd A. Green and Toilia L. Green andlor Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle and/or with you. 
Please produce any and all photographs of whatsoever nature concerning any real 
property, personal property, or items of any nature whatsoever that may apply to the litigation at 
issue. 
Please produce any and all reports prepared by you or on your behalf in regard to the 
purchase of the property by you from Todd A. Green and Toilia L. Green, and also in regard to the 
properties purchased by Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle from Todd A. Green and Tonia L. 
Green and/or the properties purchased by Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green from The Inez H. 
Rogers Trust allda The Inez Rogers Family Trust andlor Sharon McCadam and/or Thomas L. 
Rogers. 
Please produce any and all reports prepared by you or on your behalf in regard to the 
disputed property which is the subject matter of this lawsuit, which may or may not be used at the 
trial scheduled herein. 
Please produce any and all exhibits which you intend to reply upon at the trial 
scheduled herein. 
EXHIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF STEVEN R. SHOOK - 4 
Charles A. Brawn, Esq. 
P.O. Bon 1225/324 Main St. 
Lowiston, Idaho 8350 
208-746-99471208-7465886 &.o 1 2. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Sireet 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ 6z. SONS, LLC, an 




TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVEFWALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 



















) NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
1 DUCES TECUM OF TODD A. GREEN 
1 
1 
TO: TODD A. GREEN, Deponent, and 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SIIOOI<, DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATI-IERINE C. CASTLE, 
DefendantslCounterplaintiffs, and their Attorneys of Record, ROBERT M. 
MAGYAR and ANDREW M. SCHWAM 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF TODD A. GREEN 1 
Charles A. Brown. Eso. 
P.O. Box 12251324~ain St. 
Lewirton, Idalia 83501 
208-746-99471208-746.5886 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAICE NOTICE that at 9:30 a.m. on Thursday, the 22nd day 
of September, 2005, at the conference room of Robert M. Magyar, 201 North Main Street, Moscow, 
Idaho, the plaintiffs in the above-entitled action will take the testimony on oral deposition of 
TODD A. GREEN, pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, before a duly authorized court 
reporter. If the deposition is not completed on that day, the taking of the same will be continued 
thereafter &om day to day and from time to time until said examination is completed. 
Said deponent is commanded to have available at said deposition for inspection 
and/or copying the documents set forth on Exhibit 'TA" attached hereto and made a par? hereof as 
though fully set forth. 
DATED on this 1 day of September, 2005. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for PlaintiffsiCounterdefendants 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF TODD A. GREEN 2 
Ciiarles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lcwirtoi~, Idaho 83 1 
208-7464947/208-746-588Zf~  4 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
I/L mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand 6elivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
201 North Main Sheet 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow. ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
S c h w a  Law Office 
5 14 South Polk Sheet 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Clearwater Reporting 
P.O. Box 696 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
'tf: 
on thus & day of September, 2005. 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES 
TECUM OF TODD A. GREEN 3 
Ci~ailes A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewision, Idaho 83501 
EXHIBIT "A" 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF TODD A. GREEN 
Please produce all documents prepared by all surveyors, foresters or other persons 
who, at your request or under your direction or control, have inspected the real property affected by 
this lawsuit andlor investigated any factual circumstance related to this lawsuit duri1ig the course of 
or as a result of each such inspection or investigation, including all correspondence, notes, 
statements, drawings, and reports. 
Please produce all documents relied upon by the experts retained by you in regard to 
the above-referenced lawsuit. 
Please produce all documents, recorded or otherwise, that effectuated or demonstrate 
the transaction or transactions by which you obtained from your immediate predecessors record 
ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" identified in the Complaint in this matter. 
Please produce all title insurance commitments and policies obtained by your 
immediate predecessors or you in the transaction or trixsactions by which you obtained record 
ownership of any portion of the "Disputed Property" 
identified in the Complaint in this matter. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible.items upon which you 
base your allegations that the fence at issue in this lawsuit was constructed for convenience or as a 
barrier, including as a barrier to hold cattle. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 1 1 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"[tlhe Monson survey determined that said fence and fence line are located as little as approximately 
75 feet, a id  as much as approximately 150 feet, south of the quarter-section line and running,easterly 
and westerly over the entire length of the quarter-section line between t h e m  114 and SE 114 of said 
Section 8." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, of other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in yourhswer  and Counterclaim, the allegations ofparagraph 12 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"[alccording to the Monson survey, the property claimed by Plaintiffs collectively totals 
approximately 8.57 acres ...." 
EXHIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM TO TODD A. GREEN - 1 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in yourhswer  and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 13 of Plaintiffs' Complaint that 
"Fred J. Schoepflin andHoward Schoepflin (collectively "Schoepflius") consistently pastured cattle 
on the NE 114 of said Sectio~z 8 and the Disputed Property from 1929 through 1972." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
state, in paragraph 13 of yourhswer  and Counterclaim, that the land claimed by Plaintiffs "is not 
and was not pasture at any time material to this case." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 14 through I6 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement in paragraph 17 of your Answer and Counterclaim that "these were not adverse 
in nature and were accommodated as a neighborly accommodation." 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 18 and 19 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 20 of PlaintifPs Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraph 21 of Plailltiffs Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 22 and 28 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement, in paragraphs 30 and 3 1 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that Defendants 
"deny that any fence ever existed that was substantial enough to serve as a boundary fence . . . . ' I  
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon which you 
base your statement, in paragraph 29 of your Answer and Counterclaim, that Defendants "deny that 
the reason for its construction is &own." 
EXNIBIT "A?' TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM TO TODD A. GREEN - 2 
Charles A. Brawn, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St. 
Lewiston, Idalio 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 a 1017 
Please produce all documents, photographs, or other tangible items upon whicli you 
deny, in your Answer and Counterclaim, the allegations of paragraphs 43 and 44 of Plaintiff's 
Complaiilt. 
Please produce all documents prepared, drafied, or signed by your predecessors in 
interest that state that they did not permit Plaintiffs to use or occupy the "Disputed Property" andlor 
that they did not permit Plaintiffs to use or occupy the "Disputed Property" with the intent to define 
property boundaries or ownership. 
Please produce the real estate listing agreements, realtor listing materials, realtor 
informational materials, and realtor advertising materials provided to you or available to you prior 
to entering into the transaction or transactions by which you obtained from your immediate 
predecessors record ownership of any portion ofthe "Disputed Property" identified in the Complaint 
in tlus malter. 
Please produce a copy of the GreenJCastle agreement which is quoted in part in 
paragraph 9. of Affidavil of Todd Green, dated June 20,2005, and filed in this matter. 
Please produce any and all aerial photographs in your possession, or which are in the 
possession of your experts or your attorneys, which depict the disputed property. 
Please produce a copy of any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, 
pleadings, memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, and/or releases in your possession 
concerning Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, andlor Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale 
Shook, a11dlor Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle which transpired with The Inez H. Rogers 
Trust afWa The Inez Rogers Family Trust andlor Sharon McCadam andor Thomas L. Rogers which 
dealt with the sale of the property i.e, the SE1/4 of Section 8, Township 40 North, Range 5, West 
of the Boise Meridian in Latah County, State of Idaho. 
Please produce a copy of any and all recorded covenants, conditions, and/or 
restrictions and any road maintenance agreements that may apply in any manner to the disputed 
property which is the subject matter of this lawsuit. 
Please produce a copy of any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, 
pleadings, nlemorandums, photographs, settlement documents, andlor releases in your possession 
concerning Todd A. Green and Tonia L. Green, andlor Steven R. Shoolc and Mary E. Silvemale 
Shook, andlor Danial T. Castle and Catherine C. Castle in regard to the transaction with The Inez 
EXHIBIT "A" TO DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM TO TODD A. GREEN - 3 
Charles A. Brown, Esq 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-588 f $018 
H. Rogers Trust dkla The Inez Rogers Family Trust and/or Sharon McCadam andlor Thomas L. 
Rogers. 
Please produce any and all correspondence, notes, e-mails, documents, pleadings, 
memorandums, photographs, settlement documents, andlor releases in regard to the transaction with 
Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale Shook and also with the transaction with DaniaI T. CastIe 
and Catherine C. Castle. 
Please produce any and all photographs of whatsoever nature concerning any real 
property, personal property, or items of any nature whatsoever that may apply to the litigation at 
issue.. 
. Please produce any and all reports prepared by you or on your behalf in regard to the 
purchase of the property by you from The Inez H. Rogers Trust &a The Inez Rogers Family Trust 
and/or Sharon McCadan and/or Thomas L. Rogers, and also in regard to the properties sold by you 
to Steven R. Shook and Mary E. Silvernale Shoolc and to Danial T: Castle and Catherine C. Castle. 
Please produce any and all reports prepared by you or on your behalf in regard to the 
disputed property which is the subject matter of tlris lawsuit, which may or may not be used at the 
trial scheduled herein. 
Please produce my and all exhibits which you intend to reply up011 at the trial 
scheduled herein. 
EXHlBlT "AT0 DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM TO TODD A. GREEN - 4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
John R. Stegner Jodi M. Stordiau 
District Judge Court Reporter 
Recording: J:3/2005-09-09 
Date: September 9,2005 Time: 8:29 A.M. 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ & ) Case No. CV-04-00080 
SONS, LLC, and Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
) 
,.>?,::. , > 
: . , ,  
VS. 
j Plaintiff Consuelo Weitz preSeiit with T ~ D D  A. GREEN and TONIA L. ) Charles Brown, Lewiston, ID 
GREEN, husband and wife, STEVEN R. ) 
SHOOK and MARY E. SILVERNALE ) Defendants Todd Green and Steven R. 
SHOOK,'DANIAL T. CASTLE and ) Shook present with counsel, 
CATHERINE C. CASTLE, and U.S. Andrew M. Schwam, Moscow, ID 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 1 
GREEN, husband and wife, STEVEN R. ) 
SHOOK. and MARY E. SILVERNALE , ) 
SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and 






GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband and wife, and I/VEITZ & ) 




Subject of Proceedings: Atforney/Client Privilege During Deposition Testimony 
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy Clerk 
This being the time fixed pursuant to the oral request of counsel to appear before 
the Court and seek a ruling on Ronald Landeck's assertion of his attorney/client privilege 
during his deposition, which is scheduled for today. 
Mr. Brown informed the Court of the testimoi~y taken at the deposition of 
Consuelo Weitz yesterday and the anticipated deposition testimony of Ronald Landeck 
today, seeking a ruling from the Court on the attorney/cIient privilege between Consuelo 
Weitz and Ronald Landeck for events that transpired after July 31, 200g Mr. Brown 
argued in support of his claim of the attorney/client privilege for events that transpired 
J 
after July 31, 2005. Mr. Schwam argued in opposition of allowing the attorney/client 
privilege. Mr. Brown argued in rebuttal. Court directed statements to counsel, stating 
that it believed if the attorney/client privilege is waived as to one issue, it is only waived 
to that issue. Mr. Schwam argued further. Mr. Brown argued further. Mr. Schwam 
argued further. Mr. Brown argued further, Mr. Brown indicating that the only reason he 
is calling Mr. Landeck is to rebut the claim that the timber trespass was an intentional 
trespass. Mr. Schwam argued iurther. Mr. Brown argued further. 
For reasons articulated on the record, Court perceived the waiver of the 
attorneyjclient privilege to include anything that occurred up until July 31, 2005, and 
declined to go further, except to the extent that Mr. Landeck tendered advice to the 
Weitzs regarding trespass. Court indicated that it did not perceive anything other that 
the trespass issue to have been waived. Court clarified that his reference to trespass is not 
limited to timber trespass. Court further ruled that to the extent there are ongoing 
trespass issues that occurred post July 31,2005, and Mr. Landeck tendered advice to the 
Weiks relative to trespass, it deemed the attorney/client privilege to have been waived. 
Court clarified that its reference to trespass is not limited to timber trespass. 
Mr. Schwam requested that a pretrial conference be conducted in this case, 
indicating that he would like to bring a motion in limine regarding spoliation of evidence 
and defendants' attorney fees claim. Court stated that it would take up any claim for 
attorney fees post trial. Colloquy was had between counsel regarding defendants' 
proposed motion in limine. Mr. Schwam suggested that the pretrial conference be 
conducted on September 26,2005. Mr. Brown indicated he was unavailable on the 26*, 
but would be available on Tuesday, the 27*. Court indicated that it would check to see if 
the criminal matter currently set for trial on September 26 was likely to go before 
scheduling a pretrial conference. 




JOHN R. STEGNER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
ChmlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband a ~ d  wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
















1 NOTICE OF PROVIDING 
1 NOTARIZED SIGNATURES 
1 FOR AFFIDAVITS BY 
1 DECLARANTS 
TO: THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE OF PROVIDING NOTARIZED 
SIGNATUmS FOR AFFIDAVITS BY 
DECLARANTS 1 
Chziiics A. Brovm, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Iddlo 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fan) 
In open court on the 29" day of August, 2005, in the above-referenced matter, I, 
Charles A. Brown, the attorney for the plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter, did represent to the 
Court that in regard to the affidavits that had been provided to the Court with declarant statements 
that I would provide notarized signatures for those &Tidavits provided with a declarant statement. 
Attached hereto you will frnd a copy of the following declarant statements which 










DATED on this day of September, 2005 
LD&h lf- 
Char es A. Brown 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterplaintiffs. 
NOTICE OF PROVIDING NOTARIZED 
SIGNATURES FOR AFFIDAVITS BY 
DECLARANTS 2 
Charles A. Brown. Eso 
P.O.Box 12281324 ~ a i n i t .  
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
I 0 2 3  
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the notarized signature for the 
above-named declarants were: 
1 mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - S c h w a  
sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnigl~t delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
201 North Main Street 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
5 14 South Polk Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
% 
on this day of September, 2005. 
NOTICE OF PROVIDING NOTARIZED 
SIGNATURES FOR AFFIDAVITS BY 
DECLARANTS 3 
Charies A. Brow, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lowiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947008.746-5886 (fan) 1.024 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (Ez) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, EV AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 






vs. Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
1 
1 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 1 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., ) 
Defendants1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 
Charles A. B r o w  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Maio St 
~ e w i r t o ~  Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947008-7465886 (fex)j[ 0 2 ij 
I, Jeremiah Carlson, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I was born in Moscow, Idaho in 1977. I have lived in Viola, Idaho 
*om early childhood until 1997. 
3. That I rode motorcycles and snowmobiles on the perimeter road on the 
disputed property many times between 1990 through 1997. 1 remember there being considerably 
less growtli on the sides of the perimeter road than on the roads f d e r  down the north side of the 
ridge toward the Weitz residence. 
4. That the perimeter road was a significantly defined road that could easily 
accommodate the 48-inch ski base of the snowmobiles that I rode and could even accommodate 
two snowmobiles riding side by side. 
5. That I remember the radio station on the top of the ridge next to the 
perimeter road. 
6. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in the winters of 1990 through 
1997. 
7. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and fmd that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. Rather, it resembles the trail that came 
off the perimeter road leading to the blue gate and onto Moscow Mountain. The perimeter road 
extended smoothly past this trail and there was never a "turn around" in this area. 
1 DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on t h i & l  day of August, 2005. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83 01 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (go 3 -5 
f ,  Charles A. Brown, !.rereby certify that a true and correct copy of thc foregoing was: 
-- mailed by regular Erst class mail, - sent by fkcsimile only 
and deposited in t i le United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4 I90 - Schwnrn 
sent by faesirnile, inailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class maif, and overnight clelivery 
deposited in tile United States 
Post Office 
G--"- 
-- hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar Andrew M. Schwarn, Esq. 
Magyar Law F i n  Schwam Law OMice 
201 North Main Street 5 14 South Polk Street fS 6 
Moscow, XD 83843 Moscow, ID 83843 




STATE OF IDAHO 1 
: SS. 
County of L .LIk&&7) 
I, &fed& J../ -- & kg& ___, hereby certify that the foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to Defendants' Pleadings is a true, exact, and conlplete and unaltered 
pttoiocopy of the original titat 
DA'TED on this 




Sate at' Idaho 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN TH!3 DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
5. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




VS. ) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. 
) 
1 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 





1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
Counterplaintiffs. ) DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 1 
Charls A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main Sf. 
Lewirto~ Idaho 8380 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fa$ 0 3 2 
I, John Goetz, declare and say: 
I. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I was bom in Pullman, Washington in 1978 and raised on my 
fmily's Viola wheat f m  by my father and mother and in Spokane with my mother afier their 
divorce in 1986. After the divorce, I made frequent visits to Viola to see my father. I currently 
live with my father in rural Viola. 
3. That I rode snowmobiles and motorcycles throughout the Weitz property 
and on the perimeter road in the disputed property from 1992 to 2003. I also rode on the five 
roads that connected to the perimeter road, as well as the roads that continued north from the 
connecting roads to the Weitz's house and the late Howard Schoepflin's house on Saddle Ridge 
Road. Said roads formed a seamless, interconnected road network. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through 8-71 and fmd that these photographs represent the 
appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed from 1992 to 2003. When I was upon the 
disputed property, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctly defmed than what is shown 
in said photographs. 
5. That when I was upon the disputed property, I rode through the 
WeitzlSchoepflin property and through the blue gate to the main Moscow Mountain road. The 
connecting path from the blue gate to the Moscow Mountain Road was a path and not a road, and 
not similar to the perimeter road or any of the roads in the WeitdSchoepflin road network. 
6. That I remember the snow drifts that developed on the perimeter road in 
the winter because I enjoyed jumping them on my snowmobile. The ridge was more exposed to 
wind than the rest of the WeitdSchoepflin property so snowdrifts were more prevalent on the 
perimeter road than elsewhere on the Weitz/Schoepflin road network. 
7. That I recall a fence at the edge of the tree line and the fence was about 20 
feet away from the perimeter road to the south. I never rode on the sparsely forested property 
that was to the south of this fence nor on the Smetana property to the west because the Weitzes 
instructed me not to. I hrther recall being able to view the city of Moscow from the perimeter 
Charles A. Broun, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St. 
Lcwiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 1.033 
road. 
8. That I rode snowmobiles up to four feet in width at the skis and that it was 
not a problem to pass other snowmobilers on the perimeter road. This was not the case on the 
connecting path between the blue gate and the main Moscow Mountain road. 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PEWORY UPJDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Charles A. Brow% Esq. 
P 0. Box 2225/324Maia St  
Lcwimq iddm 83501 
208-146-99411208-746-58 
I ,  Cliarles A. Brown. hereby certify that a true and correct copy of ti~c foregoir~g was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, - - .# .. sent by fiicsimile only 
and deposited in (he United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Scliwam 
sent by fhcsirnite, illailed by - - -. sent by Federal Express. 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Strecl 
Tow, lD 83843 
on this day of August, 2005. 
Andrcw M. Schwani, Esq 
Schwam Law Office 
514 Soutll Pofk Street. # 6 
Moscow. ID 83843 
i i q h ,  @- STATE 0 
: SS. 
County of Wh I. +.mu 
c"- 
1, do 4 4  c- ~ d 6 - / 7  , hereby certiQ that &e foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to Defendants' Pleadings is a true, exact, and complete and unaltered 
photocopy of the original that was signed by 
DATED on this I day 
SUBSCRIBED AND SW 
2005. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and ImITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
) 
) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
Charles A. Brown, 6rq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 MainSt: 
Lewirion, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fw) f 0 3 7 
I, Guy Nearing, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over 18 years of age and have lived in the Viola/Noscow, Idaho 
area since 1940. 
3. That I am a retired fanner and ran a dairy fann for many years and that I 
developed the Nearing Addition. 
4. That I knew the Schoepflins f?om 1940 onward and had a great 
relationship with them. They were also dairy farmers and their land was fenced. 
5. That the Rogers ran cattle on their property. Their property was isolated 
and they accessed their property through Nearing land. 
6. That I considered the fences between my property and the Rogers to be the 
boundary line, both before and after I developed the Nearing Addition. 
I DECLARE TIHE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENACTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER TI-IE LAWS OF TI-IE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this 22nd day of August, 2005. 
C h ~ i e ~  A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewirton, Idaho 83 I 
208-~46-9947n08-746.~8~6 (i$& 3 8 
I .  Charles A. Brown, hereby cedi@ that a true and correct copy of  thc foregoing was: 
 nailed by regular first class mail, -- scnt by facsimile only 
and deposited in the ilnited States to: 208-882-1 908 - Magpar 
Post Ofice 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
sent by facsimile, mailed by -- --- sent by Federal Exprcss, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
f ost Office 
k/ hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
-PP 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Oftice 
5 14 South Polk Street t/ 6 
Moscow. ID 83843 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of ) 
1, 1e.a  r ; h  , hereby certify that the foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to bfendants '  Plead 
photocopy of the original that was signed by me on said date. 
DATED on this _ d a y  of 3 t q h 6 e r  ,2005. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWO of Sepdr, 
(SEAL) 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY 0F.LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





vs . ) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STE*N R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and C A T H E W  C. 







1 DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
STATE OF I M O  ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 1 
Charla A. B m m  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Maio Sf. 
L e ~ t o n ,  1dalio 83501 
208-746-9947R.08-746-5886 (fa)f 0 $ f 
I, Chuck Goetz, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowIedge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I have lived on the Palouse my entire 
life. My family are long time wheat farmers in the Viola area. I have known the Schoepflins all 
my life and I am familiar with the Schoepflin~Weitz property. 
3. That I rode snowmobiles and motorcycles throughout the SchoepKd 
Weitz properly and on the perimeter road in the disputed property from 1976 to 1999. I also rode 
on the five roads that connect to the perimeter road, as well as the roads that continue north from 
the connecting roads to the Weitz's house and the late Howard Schoepflin's house on Saddle 
Ridge Road. Said roads formed a seamless, interconnected road network. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71 and r i d  that these photographs represent the 
appearance of the perimeter road as I have observed it from 1976 to 1999. When I was upon the 
disputed piope@, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctfy defined than what is shown 
in said photographs. 
5. That I have harvested firewood throughout the Weitz property, including 
on the ridge near the perimeter road. I used to manufacture wood stoves in my father's shop 
across from the late Byron Schoepflin's dairy f m .  We heated the shop with wood. 
6 .  That the Schoepflins were Viola d a b  farmers and Fred Schoepflin 
(Howard and Byron's father) used to run his livestock in the woods up from his place on Saddle 
Ridge Road. My frrst recollection of being on the property was as a young child going with my 
father to help the Schoepflins retrieve their disabled caterpillar up in these woods. Howard 
Schoepflin (Consuelo's father) had a herd of cattle that grazed in these woods which included the 
disputed area after his father (Fred Schoepflin) retired. There were a couple of developed springs 
with watering troughs in the woods. 
7. That I accessed Moscow Mountain road over the perimeter road numerous 
times with the Weitzes and Dale Schoepflin. The perimeter road overlooks the City of Pullman 
to the west by the Smetanas and overlooks the City of Moscow to the south just beyond the tree 
line. We accessed the main Moscow Mountain road via the path that passes from the perimeter 
CltayIe~ A B m w  Esq. 
P 0 Box 122Si324Main SL 
Lawton, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947n08-7465886 (f 9042 
road through the blue gate. Before the blue gate was installed, there was a wire gate across said 
path. 
8. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in the winters of 1976 hough 
1999. 
9. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and fmd that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. The perimeter road was at least a D-4 
blade's width. 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this& day of August, 2005. A 
Charles A. Brow% Esq 
P O  Box 1225i324Main St 
Lewisto~ Idaho 83501 
208-74&9947i208-7465886 (fax 11043 
I. ('hnrles A. ~irctwn. hcrkl~y ccrtilj th:ct o tsuc 3rd col-sect copy r>t'thc fol.cgc>i;rg was: 
. . .  .. . . 
t~~ailerl by regirlnr first class m:iil, . scnt by fiicsirnile only 
arid deposited in 1hc liniteci Stercs to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post C)f'fice 208-882-4 190 - Schwain 
serit hy ihcsir~lile. mrtilcd by 
rcgular first class rtrltil, r~tlrI 
depc,sited in tlrc i.[r\itcd States 
Post Oliice 
to: Robert h4. M~tgyer 
Magyar l.aw i:irin 
201 Noxli~ Main Street 
Mctscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwnm, !is(]. 
Sctlwiirn L.nw Office 
5 14 Soutl~ Polk Street # 6 






County of W ~;%YMCTR/) 
1, ~ , ~ B C L ;  T&( I,&. @(3Etf2 , hereby certify that the foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to Defendants' Pleadings is a true, exact, and complete and unaltered 
photocopy of the original that was signed by me on said date. 
DATED on this / day of -$'~.io Tf- ,2005. 
I 
SUBSCRIBED AND S 5- 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB k! 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVEEWALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 




DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
Clielles A. B r o w  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251321 Main St 
Lewkton, Idaho 83501 
zo8-746-~~7no8-746-5886 (fa) 2049 
I, Dale Schoepflin, declare and say: 
I. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I was born in Moscow, Idaho and grew up on the dairy farm 
immediately to the west of niy grandfather, Fred Schoepflii's dairy farm. I have lived most of 
my life withm ten miles of the disputed property except for short periods away to attend school 
and while in the service. I have visited the disputed property many times from my earliest 
memory through 2003. 
3. That I rode motorcycles over the perimeter road many times during the 
1950s and 1960s and also rode snowmobiles there beginning in the 1970s. I have read Consuelo 
Weitz's affidavit and viewed the photographs attached as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. All of the 
photos are consistent with my memories of the perimeter road. 
4. That when 1 was upon the disputed property, the perimeter road was 
clearly and distinctly defied in much the same configuration as it is today. There has never been 
a "turn around" on the east end near the blue gate. I have never observed the perimeter road to 
be so overgrown as to be impassable, though windfalls occur frequently and have always been 
removed by the Schoepflins or the Weitzes to accommodate their firewood gathering and 
recreational activities. The path that is seen today leaving the Weitz property to the east onto the 
Bennett property from the blue gate (see attached Exhibit 1) in no way resembles the appearance 
of the perimeter road in my memory. 
5. That I was aware that my grandfather's dairy cattle were contained within 
his enclosed propel@ and that I was always careful to close any gates that I used to access his 
property. I observed the concrete watering troughs made by my grandfather and placed next to 
springs to the north of the perimeter road. I considered lhe fence that ran to the south of the 
perimeter road to be the southern boundary of my grandfather's land and I never crossed said 
fence onto the Rogers property. 
6. That &om 1967 onward, Howard Schoepflin did extensive work to expand 
and improve his road system into the seamless and interconnected network of roads that is 
present today. The perimeter road has been a major road in the Schoepflin road network since 
my earliest memories. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main S t  
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947DOX-746-588yo !'? 3 0  
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PEIWURY UNDER THE LAWS OF TKE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this *day of Angust, 2 05. A 
Cllarie A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main SL 
Lewictoq Idaho 85501 
208-746-9947nO8-746-5886 ( ) F351 
I, Charles A. Blowti, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the Foregoing was: 
-- mailed by regular first dass mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United Stales to: 208-882-1 908 - Magyar 
Post Offrce 208-882-41 90 - Schwam 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express. 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Main Street 
 OW. ID 83843 
an Illis day of August, 20Q5. 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Ofice 
5 14 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, 1D 83843 
1052 
1'0 Ikrx 1225!314 Main St 
1 I( ...,. 3 ,,,. LCL,. u:wt 

m h i ~ q t o n  .W 
STATE OF ZiB#T@ ) 
: SS. 
county ofld 1 h i f - ~ ~ ~ a  > 
I, a/& E c&oe.pfl/i , hereby certify that the foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to Defendants' Pleadiigs is a true, exact, and complete and unaltered 
photocopy of the original that was signed by me on said date. 
DATED on this day of a , h p r  ,2005. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this L day of -bwd 
2005. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffslcounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TKE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
TKE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEI'IZ and CONSUELO 
J. MrEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
STATE OFIDAH0 ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ' ) 
) 
) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
1 DEFENDANTS' PLEADNGS 
P.O. Box 12251324 Maio S t  
Lewicton, Idaho 83501 
208-7~~-9947no8-746-~886 (fax) 1053 
I, Travis Teigen, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 aud that I lived in Viola, Idaho from 1981 to 
1984 and 1989 to 1995. I lived in Spokane, Washington from 1984 to 1989 and in Moscow, 
Idaho since 1995. 
3. . That I rode motorcycles and snowmobiles on the perimeter road m y  
times between 1989 and 1993. I particularly reinember the perimeter road on top of the ridge 
because of the snowdrifts that often formed there. The roads that conliected to the perimeter road 
from the north and that ran throughout the Weitz property were more sheltered and did not have 
drifts like the top of the ridge. I also remember the radio station building on the ridge. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-1 through A-71. When I was on the ridge from 1989 through 
1993, the perimeter road was more clearly and distinctly defined than what is shown in these 
photographs. 
5. That I went hunting 011 the Weitz property in 2003 and was surprised to 
see a "NO TRESPASSING" sign posted on a log that blocked access to the perimeter road. I had 
always been under the impression that the perimeter road was on Weitz property. At the time, I 
found the perimeter road to be in the same conditioli as when I had been on the property from 
1989 through 1993. 
6 .  That I went hiking on the Weitz property in 2004 and again found the 
perimeter road to be in a condition consistent with my previous memories. 
7. That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and find them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it in the winters of 1989 through 
early 1993. 
8. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and find that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remelilber it, I remember the perimeter road as being at 
least eight feet wide. 
Charles A. B m m  EQq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Mai. St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this a day of August, 2005. 
- 
Travis ~ e i ~ e y  
P.O. Box 12251324Main St. 
Lewision, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947,208-746-5886 (fm 1057 
I ,  ('harles A.  Rrowri. hereby certity iIi;tt ;i tritc and correct copy of t l ~ c  fitrcgoir~g wils: 
.-. . , . , 
mailed by rcgtrl:mr Erst ciuss mid ,  
. . .. - . . -- 
sent by fiicsimilc onty 
- 
a i d  deposited in  tile linitcd States to: 208-882- I'J08 - Moyyar 
L:)osl Office 208-882-4 100 - Schwat~~ 
scrir by fitcsirnilc, rr~ailctf by 
rcgulur first class rnait, anti 
depcssitcd in the United Stattes 
Post Oftiae 
to: Robcrt M. Magyi~r 
Magyar 1,aw Firm 
201 Norill Main Street 
Moscow, 11) 83843 
sent by Fccieral f:spress. 
overr~iglit ciclivery 
Atv.irew M. Nohwarn, fisq. 
Sohwr~t~i Law Oflice. 
5 I4 S ~ i t t h  Polk Strect 61 h 




STATE OF IDAHO 1 
: SS. 
County of 1 
1 , ~ ~ 1 ( b  L. ~ei-2 hereby certify that the foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to Defendants' Pleadings is a true, exact, and complete and unaltered 
photocopy of the original that was si ed by me on said date. & 
DATED on this L " a y  of ";k,,*x 2005. 
@- P- 
&- 
SUJ3SCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this day OM 
2005. 
(SE 
MY COhfMlSBPON EXPIRES 
August 10,2007 
slaknra m%u w.r*.wv PLRILIC U N D E R ~ I ~ S  
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants/ 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
1 
) 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 1225,324 Main S t  
Lewision, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 1 0 6 3 
I, Walter Carlson, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I have lived all my life in the Viola 
area except when I was in the service. 
3. That in 1964, I worked on Fred Schoepflii's property, which is now 
owned by the Weitzes, cutting cedar poles and posts and using my horse to do some horse 
logging. The SchoepflWeitz property is unique in that the cedar grows clear to the top of the 
ridge in the southeast corner. ~lthohgh I worked throughout the entire north face of the ridge, I 
particularly remember working in the disputed area because of the perimeter road and the fence 
located south of the perimeter road. 
4. That I have viewed the photographs attached to Consuelo Weitz's affidavit 
of August 1, 2005 as Exhibit A-l through A-71. Photographs A-64 through A-71 most 
accurately represent the appearance of the perimeter road as I observed it in 1964. When I was 
on the disputed property, the perimeter road was even more clearly and distinctly defined than 
what is shown in said photographs. 
5. That when I was on the disputed property during the logging operation in 
1964, I accessed the ridge via the perimeter road in a 1952 Chevy pickup numerous times over 
the entire length of the perimeter road. 
6. That I have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 1 and f i d  that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter road as being at 
least eight feet wide. 
7. That I was aware that Fred Schoepflii ran his dairy cattle within his 
enclosed property, which included the disputed property. I was always careful to close any gates 
through which I accessed his property. I observed concrete watering troughs for cattle placed 
next to springs on the north side of the ridge below the perimeter road. There was evidence that 
his cattle grazed on the top of the ridge and as far as the fence south of the perimeter road. I 
remember seeing Fred Schoepflin's cows when I was hauling cedar posts down the perimeter 
road and on down through Fred Schoepffin's property to the county road. 
8. That from my fist observation of the disputed property in 1964, the fence 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St 
bwisfoa Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947~08-746-5886 (fax) 
1064 
south of the perimeter road was in excellent repair. I took care when felling trees not to impact 
the fence. While driving along the perimeter road, I saw the fence south of the perimeter road on 
numerous occasions. 
I DECLARE TEE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE? AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on this a day of August, 2005. 
Charles A B r o w  Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324Main St 
Lcwistoa Idaho 83501 
20&7469947n08-746-5886 (fax) 2065' 
t, CtiarIes A. B1.owrt. l~crelly certify that a true atlci correct copy ofthc foregoing was: 
---- mailetf by rcgufar first class rnait, -- scnt i ~ y  f:icsimitc only 
imd deposited irl tllc Uilitcd States to: 208-882-1 908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4 190 - Schwart~ 
--. %ant by kcsirnife, maEIed by -,-- sent by Federal Express, 
regular fil'st class nxiiit, atl!l ovemigl~t deiivcry 
depnsiad itt the United States 
Pots 63E~icc 
w hand ticlivercd 
to: Robert hll. Ma$yi?r 
Mugym Law Firm 
201 North Main Strcct 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this &y o f  August. ZOOS. 
Andrew M. Sctiwam, Esq. 
Schwarn Law Office 
fi 14 Soutir Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 85843 

STATE Or" IDAW > 
: SS. 
~ o ~ u r t y  of (.adah 1 
I, N ~ / ~ w '  &/sm , i~ereby certifji that tbe foregoing 
Declaration in Reply lo Derenclttnls' Pleadings is a irue, exact, and compiele and iinallered 
photocopy of the original tl~llat was sig~ed by inc on said date. 
DATED on this &day of -&Pfe~ber ,2005. 
SUBSCNBED AND SWORN to before me on this & day of &?pfemb& 
(SEAL) 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendanls. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and W I T Z  & SONS, LLC, an 1 




VS. . I  Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SI-IOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah ) 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P.O. Box 12251324 Mzjn SL 
LcWiElo~, Idaho 83501 
208.74699471208-7465886 (fax) 
I, Michael Barber, declare and say: 
1. That these statements axe based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I moved to Viola, Idaho in 1978 and was an immediate neighbor of 
the Schoepflins and the Weitzes. I presently live in Moscow, Idaho. I have been given 
permission to hunt on the Schoepflin/Weitz property inany times since 1978. 
3. That on August 15, 2005 just afrer 6:00 P.M., I was able to view both the 
east and west corners of the perimeter road without going past the no trespassing signs. I can 
attest that these road corners in no way have ever been a trail. Both comers look the same as they 
have always been since I have visited the property. They have been about 8 to 10 feet wide. 
DAWD on this$.= day of August, 2005. 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER TIJE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
DATED on thi& day of August, 2005. 
wL-Pz~-rcL/ 
Michael Barber 
Charles A. B r o w  Bq 
P 0. Box 12251324 MainSL 
Lewirton, Idaho 83501 
208-74s-9947nOS-746-5866 [fax) 
I%. I ,  Charles A. Rrcltvn. hereby certify that a t n~e  2nd correct copy of  tllc foregoing was: 
--- mailed by reguiw first clttss m~i l ,  sen$ by facsimile onty 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magar 
Post OtEce 208-882-4 190 - Schtvam 
- sent by kcsimile, maiied by -- - scnt by Federal Express, 
feguhr first class tnail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post OSfice 
d-"r hand detivered 
to: Robert M. Mngy~r 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 hiorth Main Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
on this 2 - kday .. dayof August. 2005. 
Artdrew bi. Sckwnrn; Esq. 
Schwarrt t a w  OMice 
5 14 Soudl Polk Street # 6 
Moscow. I11 $3843 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
. SS. 
Countyof L4fqX i 
1, ' C 4 Q *  +b.cv , hereby certify that the foregoing 
Declaration in Reply to Defendants' Pleadings is a true, exact, and complete and unaltered 
photocopy of the original that was signed by me on said date. 
DATED on this a day of 5egfi ,2005. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this 2 day of Sc$kn\bcc , 
2005. 
Notary Public for 
(SEAL) My commission expires on: 
t ~ \ l l l l r r ~ r ,  
b \ a l  ob e 
\\ $\ *LES 4. '+, 
\ @.....-. $ 0 .  ..pbcrs, 
- : NOT~,.--$,5 2 .  
- .  
- 
. - 
. - = : - 0 -  . - 
- . - 
9 p~8LIG 2Sb' 
5, ",**. =. . *$$, 
'/r *OF  ID^ \\ 
' ~ ~ 1 1  ,,,,I \" 
92fdw 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband a d  wife, and WEITZ & ) Case No. CV-04-00080 




) ) ORDER SETTING PRETRIAL 
vs. ) CONFERENCE 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
1 
1 
GREEN, husband and wife, STEVEN R. ) 
SHOOK and MARY E. SILVERNALE ) 
SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and 








TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. 
) 
1 
GREEN, husband and wife, STEVEN R. ) 
SHOOK and MARY E. SILVERNALE ) 
SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and ) 




GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ & ) 






It is ORDERED that a pretrial coderence be conducted in this matter at 10:30 A.M. 
ORDER SETTING PRl3TlUA.L CONFERENCE - 1 1 i3 'L3 
on September 27,2005, in Courtroom #3 of the Latah County' Courthouse. 
~ 2 ~ *  DATED this - day of September, 2005. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I do hereby certify that full, true 
complete and correct copies of the foregoing 
ORDER SETTING PRETRLFiL CONFERENCE 
were mailed to: 
CHARLES A. BROWN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWISTON. ID 83501 
ROBERT M. MAGYAR 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO BOX 8074 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
ANDREW S W A M  
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
514 SOUTH POLK STREET 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
ORDER SETTING PRETRTAL CONFERENCE - 2 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (h) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN TI% DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. W I T Z  and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and W I T Z  & SONS, LLC, an 





TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANTAL T 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
TO: THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF PROVIDING 
NOTARIZED SIGNATURES FOR 















1 SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF 
1 PROVIDING NOTARIZED SIGNATURES 
1 FOR AFFIDAVITS BY 
1 DECLARANTS 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Mdin St. 
Lewiston, Idalio 83501 
208-746-9947,208-746-5886 
In open court on the 2gth day of August, 2005, in the above-referenced matter, I, 
Charles A. Brown, the attorney for the plaintiffs in the above-entitled matter, did represent to the 
Court that in regard to the affidavits that had been provided to the Court with declarant statements 
that I would provide notarized signatures for those affidavits provided with a declarant statement. 
Attached hereto you will find a copy of the following declarant statements which 
contain an original notarized signature for each respective declarant thereon: Josh Riteer. 
'7 
DATED on this&) day of September, 2005. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterplaintiffs. 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF PROVIDING 
NOTARIZED SIGNATURES FOR 
AFFIDAVITS BY DECLARANTS 2 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the notarized signature for the 
above-named declarants were: 
Amailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwm 
sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney at Law 
201 North Main Street 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Pollc Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
"+ 
on this day of September, 2005. 
d- 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTICE OF PROVIDING 
NOTARIZED SIGNATURES FOR 
AFFIDAVITS BY DECLARANTS 3 
Charier A. ~rbwn,  Erq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208.746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) 
107'1 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
Couzty of Nez Perce 1 
I, JOSH RITTER, hereby certifji that the foregoing Declaration in Reply to 
Defendants' Pleadings is atme, exact, andcomplete andunalteredphotocopy ofthe original thatwas 
signed by me on said date 
DATED on this day of September, 2005. 
%* 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me on this &day of September, 2005. 
. ,  
My commission expires on: 
(SEAL) =!+&, &a, 3 0 a  S 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
STLVERNALE SHOOK, DANlAL T.  
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
Defendants1 
Counterplaintiffs. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Latah 
Case No. CV 2004-000080 
DECLARATION IN REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' PLEADINGS 
P O  Em 12251324 Main St. 
Imistoh Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947iZOX-746-5886 [fax) 
I, Josh Ritter, declare and say: 
1. That these statements are based upon my own personal knowledge and 
belief. 
2. That I am over the age of 18 and that I live in Moscow, Idaho. I lived in 
the Nearing Addition from 1976 until I graduated high school in 1995. I became friends with 
Rocky Weitz in 1983 when we were in the same first grade class. 
3. That before I had either a car or a driver's license, I would walk to 
Rocky's house over the Rogers property, cross the fence at the top of the ridge, and continue 
down to the Weitz house via the perimeter road and the interconnecting road system of the 
property owned by the Weitz's and by Rocky's grandfather, Howard Schoepflin. I made this trip 
at least 30 times during the late 1980s. 
4. That when I entered the disputed property, I had to climb through the 
fence located just south of ihe perimeter road to get onto the Weitz property. There was never 
any doubt in my mind that said fence delineated the boundary between the Rogers property and 
the Schoepflifleitz property. 
5. That after 1989, I rode motorcycles and snowmobiles on the perimeter 
road many times and that there was no problem riding two abreast with either of these modes of 
transportation. 
6 .  That when I was on the disputed property, the perimeter road was more 
clearly and distinctly defined than what is shown in Photographs A-I to A-71 attached to 
Consuelo Weitz's affidavit of August 1,2005. 
7.  That I have seen the attached photographs labeled Exhibit 1 and fmd them 
to be an accurate representation of the perimeter road as I saw it during the winter. 
8. That 1 have seen the attached photograph labeled Exhibit 2 and fmd that it 
does not represent the perimeter road as I remember it. I remember the perimeter road as being at 
least eight feet wide. 
Charin A. Brown, Esg. 
PO. Box 12251324 Main SI. 
Lewblon. Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947n08-746-5886 (fax) 
PO8i2 
I DECLARE THE FOREGOING TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT UNDER PENALTY OF 
PERJURY UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Charln A. Brown, Esq. 
P 0 Box 12251324 Main St 
Lenisto~. idalio 83501 
sent l)y I~~cs i~ i~ i l c ,  i~~irilcd l)y 
regular first cl;lss rrr;~il, arltl 
rlclx)sitcti i n  the t Iliitctl Stal1.s 
I'ost ( )llicc 
to: Rohert Ad. M;rgyar. 
Magyar l.aw f:irtli 
201 Nortl~ Main Strccl 
hloscow. I [ )  S3S4.3 
or, (11is 2 Z,<I;iy o l ~ , \ t ~ g ~ ~ s t ,  ~ ~~~s 
S C I I ~  by hic~sii~~ilc o111y 
to: 708-Kt(?- I008 - h,l;tgy;t~ 
20s-882-4 100 - scll\.\~llll 
/\irdrcw M. Scl~wnm, 1:sq 
Scl)w;rrn I.:lw Ol'ticc 
51 4 Soutl~ l'olk Slrcct tl 0 




Charles A. Brown 
Anomey a1 t a w  
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 





Attorney for PIsli~ltiffs/Co.unterdefendants. 
'IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIN, DISTRICT OF 
TEE STAT13 OF IDAI-10, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LAThH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
compmy, 
) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. ) 
GREEN, l ~ ~ ~ b a n d  and wilk, ) 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) 
SILVERNALE SX-IOOK, DANIAL T. ) 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. ) MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANI< N.A., ) FOR FEALIWG 
1 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above-named by and tllrough their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, Elnd move &is Courc for an order to shorten the time for baring on plaiailfs' 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 1 
r. . , T. , n,  , n.,n," 
1 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
PLAINTIFF, 
VS. 





ITY OF MOSCOW), AND THE DEFENDANT, MOVE THE COURT AS FOLLOWS: 
- .  
2 1 .  SET THIS CASE ON a 16 ,20f l ,AT - P .M.FOR: 
A. CONTINUED PRE-TRIALICOURT TRlALlSENTENClNG 
- LB. SENTENCING; CONDITIONS BELOW'" 
-. C. COURT TRIAL, DEFENDANT EXPRESSLY WAIVES JURY TRIAL: 
DEFENDANTIDEFENDANT'S ATTORNEY SIGNATURE 
- D. JURY TRIAL 
- 2. DISMISS THIS CASE. REASON IS STATED BELOW** 
- 3. AMEND THE CHARGE TO I.C. . . 
. : &:.. 
, 
. . 
- 4. RECOMMEND WITHHELD JUDGEMENT. TERMS DETAILED BELOW**. 
- 6. 1 EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE I UNDERSTAND, AS READ TO ME, MY RIGHTS AS 
AN ACCUSED PERSON; AND I WAIVE FURTHER READING OF THOSE RIGHTS; 
AND WAIVE THE RIGHT TO HAVE A LAWYER REPRESENT ME. I ADMIT THE 





- GUILTY PLEA ACCEPTED 





Motion for Reconsiderarion of Order Denying Plainti Cfs' Motionlo Amend Complaint to Add Claim 
for Equilable Estoppel filed contemporaneously herewith. 
This motion is basedupon all the filings wirhthe Co~m, and, therefore, the plaintiffs 
reqaest that the Corn shotrell time for said hearing. 
DATED t11is 26rh day of September, 2005. 
- c u  Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for PlaintiffsJCounterdefendants 
I, Charles A. Brown, her6by certify d~a t  a true and correct copy d r h e  foregoing was: 
b( hand delivered 
v 
to: Roben M. Magyar, Magyar Law Firm 
at the offices of CRarles A. Brown 
324 Main Streer 
Lewisron, ID 83501 
onthis 26th day of September, 2005. 
Csnncs A. Qmwn. EY~. 
1',0. Box L?ZS/321 Mnin S t  
icwir~un, ldoiio 83501 
2OY.146-99117110s-746-58- ( 
"""1 08 7 
CASE NO P - / V v d O r Y f - ~ ~  
200.5 SEP 2.h f* d:Ltq 
CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT 
LATAN COUNTY 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 ( f a )  
ISB # 2129 
CharlesiZBrown@cableone.net 
Afxomeys for Plaintiffs/Counterdefendmts. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STAT)? OF DABO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAB 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and ~ i f e  
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liabilily 
Compmly, 
VS. 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husbiu1d and wife, 
STEVEN R. SI-IOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOIC, DMIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 









PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN SIJPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATlON OF ORDER DEWlhlG 
PLAn\lTIFFS7 MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
TO ADD CLAIM FOR EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL - 1 
R T 3 6  1 . 2 7 D k h  
) 
1 PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
f MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
) OF ORDER DENYING PLAINTWFS' 
) MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAmT 
) TO ADD CLAIM FOR EQUITABLE 
1 ESTOPPEL 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and rhrough their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and submit this memorandum of law in support of the PlaintfEs' Motion for 
Reconsideration of Order Denying Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint to ~ d d  CIaim for 
'Equitable Estoppel and the affidavit of Todd Green filed in support previously herein, the deposision 
of Robert L. Brower, and the affidavit of Charles A. Brown. 
li 
SNTliODUCTION 
Plaintiffs moved to amend their Complaint to add aclaim for equitable estoppel. The 
Court denied plaintiffs' motion. New evidence and information has come to light in the above- 
entitled matter which proves that a claim for equitable estoppel should be gmnted. 
11 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Motion to Anend Should be Granted. 
The plaintiffs' motion for reconsideration ro allow amendment to their Complaint 
adding a claim for esuizable estoppel should be granted. 
That plaintiffs' had previously made a motion to amend to allow for equitable 
estoppel and in opposition to that motion the defendants' made definite and false representations. 
That in the Af&davit of Todd A. Green Re: Agreement with Rogers Trust and Re: 
WeiW Equirable Estoppel Claim, rhe ddefendm~, Mr. Green, states: 
7. The Rogers Agreemen1 did nor pay me for any property, or for any 
properly damage. I have never received compensation from Rogers 
for the propeay thal: Weitz claims. I did not seli land to Rogers, and 
Rogers did not buy Imd from me in that agreement. The agreement 
did iloz involve a payment to me for the loss of any land. 
I;?., p. 2. 
Mr. Green fiuther slates in his affidavit: 
. . .
. , 
S .  The Rogers agreement was not a compensation for land, because 
at the time I entered into the agreement with Rogers on Au@st 5, 
2003 regarding Rogers' duty to defend my title, I already had 
PLAINTIFGS' BRIEF IN SIJPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER DENYING ~i inr~w A. ~ i ~ o w ~ , ~ s q .  
PLANTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT P.O.Bur 12251314 Main Sr. , . Ltwirlon. Idrlio 83501 
TO ADD CLAIM FOR EQUITABLE BSTOPPEL - 2  208-116-P9471?~8-7nb-5666 0 $9 
D T Q 9 9 . 1 1 P U  
acquired a contractual duty to defend the titles of Shoolcs and Castles. 
The Shoolc and Casde agreements are similar regarding rhis issue. 
Id. See Exhibit " D  attactred lo the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown filed herewirh. 
That Mr. Cireen's statenlent in his affidavit is a false representation to this Court. 
That it has recently come to the plaintiffs' aeention and knowledge, by the taking of rhe deposition 
ofRobert L. Brower on September 21,2005, who is the attorney for the Rogers Trust, that aper acre 
dollar figure was agreed to in the settlement, and it was also agreed &at there would be a resurvey 
of the land from rhe fence line. 'This is substantiated by the following: 
1) Letter From Robert Magyar to Robert Brower, dated July 17,2003, attached 
as Exhibir "A" to the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown filed l~erewith. Said letter states in pm: 
I promised TO send you a current summary of &e damages to and 
costs incurred . . . . as follows: 
Rel~ay Dan Casrle - Tract 1 
1.91 acres @ $4,0001acre = $7,640.00 
Repay Steve & Mary Shook - Tract 2 
3.66 acres @ $4,745.82/acre = 17,369.70 
Loss of value of Green's parcel - Tract 3 
3 acres @ $4,745.82/acre = 14,237.46 
Cost to re-survey propeny and 
Re-write legal descriptions 2,500.00 
Legal fees 4.500.00 
TOTAL DAUGESICOSTS 
2) Lerter &om Roberl Brower ro Robert Magyar, dated July 30,2003, attached 
as Exhibit "B" to the Affidavit of Charles A. Brown filed herewith. Said letter slates in part as 
The general rule in a case of this nature is that the damages would be 
the fair marker value of zhe 8.57 acres on the date of the sale, which 
. is $2,000 per acre in die contract. . . . 
PLAINTIFFS' BRIEF :F SslJPPOTcT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER DmG 
PLAMTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
TO ADD CLAIM FOR EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL - 3 
n i T '  n 3 1  6 I - J D ~ A  
Citrrtoa A aiow: k+ 
P.O. Box 12251324 Mnin St. 
Lowinon. Idnho 83501 
~oe746.99.~7nos-7Js-sW (f iU30 
Based on the above, 1 would calcrita1e the maximum damages as 
follows: 
Loss oT8.57 acres (8.57 X $2,000) - $17,140.00 
Cost ro reslwey (as you indicated) - 2.500.00 
Toral - $19,640.00 
3) Letter from Robert Magyarto Robert Brower, dated August 1,2003, anached 
as Exhibit "C" to the Affidavit of CharIes A. Brown filed herewith. Said letter states in part as 
follows: 
3. SETTLEMENT AMOUNT. Your client has agreed to out 
settlement proposal in the mount of $46,247.16. Per our agreenenr, 
we will deduct that amount $om the amount due your client, and 
fonvard the balance to you. 
4. SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. Per OUT agreemenr, I will 
prepare a Settlement Agreemenr for you rcview. Once the parries 
agree lo the terms, it will be executed by the Rogers Trust and 
Greens. Tito Agreementwill indude the itcms listed in this letter, 
as wcll as general settlement language. 
(emphasis added.) 
This letter j s  dated August 1,2003, ~vhich was aFriday. As reflected by Mr. Green's 
affidavit, Exhibir "D" ro the Affidavir of Charles A. Brown, the settlement agreement is dated 
Aug~s t  1,2003, and evenhas Xhc firs signature as ofAugust 5,2003 - rhe following Tuesday. Thus, 
settlement was reached as per the exchange of the above letters. No other letters were exchanged 
between the time of the above letter and the settlement agreement. 
That the parries had this meeting of the mind(s) as  ro price per acre, and how the 
price per acre was alloweti ro be driven by the per acre price set forth in rhe agreements Mr. Green 
had with CastIe ($4,000.00 per acre) and Sllook ($4,745.62 per acre), and how the parties even 
dlowed as a measure or damages the re-slwey along the disputed fence line, then Mr. Magyar 
drafted a settlement agreentent that captured Ule final figure of $46,247.16 but &en altered the 
PLALNTIFFS' BRIEI: IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDERATLON OF ORDER DENYlhTG 
PLAINTIFFS' iVfOTION TO AMEND COMPLAMT 
TO ADD CLAIM FOR EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL - 4 
n ' 1 7' n n /  1 q i ~ h ~  
Ciiarles A. Brow. Esq. 
P.O.Box 12251324 Mzill Sr. 
Lowiston. rd*ho 63901 
langaage of the find sertlement agreement so as ro camauf7,age the substarice of the agreemenr. 
Greed took ovei. and hh. Green decided to make a nu,. for &e Weitzes property also. 
.- As further subsmtiation of the false representation to thks Court by the defendant 
Todd A. Green, Mr. Robert L. Brower's deposition, taken on September 21,2005, will be supplied 
to the Court as Exhibit 'cE.'' 
B. Authority to Recansider. 
Courts are nndersrandably sometimes hesirm to reconsider their decisions. However, 
reconsideration is often the most eEcient avenue for correcting amistalcen perceptioll of the law or 
facts. It is much more efficient, for example, to correcr a mistaken denial of a motion to anlend 
before trial than after an appeal. See, e.g., Thomas v. Medical Center, 138 Idaho 200,61 P.3d 557 
(2002); Carl H. Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 993 P.2d 1197 (1999): 
Idaho Schools for Eaual Educational Opportuni~ v. Idaho Stale Board of Education, 128 Idaho 276, 
912 P.2d 644 (1996); and Clarlc v. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323,715 P.2d 993 (1986)(aI1 reversing orders 
denying motions ro amend). 
For that reuson, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure I I(a)(2)(B) provides: "A motion for 
reconsideration of any interlocutory order of the trial court may be made at any time before entry of 
judgment. . . ." 
C. Standards Applicable to Motions to Amend. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 S(a) provides that leave to amend acornplaint "shall 
be freely given when justice so requires . . . ." The Idaho Supreme Court has held that: 
The twin purposes behind the rule ate to aliow claims to be 
dexerminecl on ~e merits rather than on recbicaliries, and to make 
pleadings serve the limited role of providing notice of rhe nature of 
the claim and the hcrs at issue. Clarkv. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323,326, 
715 P.2d 993,996 (1986). 
Cad H. ChristensenFamilvTmst, 133 Idaho ar 871,933 P.2d ar 1202. Inkeeping wirhthose "twin 
p~uposes" - and wirh the pl& language of the Rule -the Idaho Supreme Court has held: "[Iln rhe 
interest ofjusbce, district courts should favor liberal grants of leave to amend a complaint." 
v. Hines, 129 Idaho 847, 853,934 P.2d 20,26 (1997). 
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OF course, h e  decision concerning whetller to allow an amendment is discretionary. 
Thomas, 138 Idaho at 210,61 P.3d at 567; Carl H. Cl~ristensenFamiIv.Tmsr, 133 Idaho at 871,933 
P.2d at 1202; Hines. 129 Idaho at 853, 934 P.2d at 26; Idaho Schools for Equd Educalional 
Op~orhmity, 128 Idaho at 284,912 P.2d at 652. However, tlzar discretion must be exercised wirhi 
the bounds of the plain lanyage and purposes of the Rule and the Idaho Supreme Court's 
interpreration of the Rule: 
"If the ~mderlying facts or circmnsrances relied upon by a plaintiff 
may be a proper subject of relief, ho ought to be afforded an 
o p p o r t ~ ~ i ~  10 tesr his clai111 on the merits. In the absence of any 
apparent or declared reason--such as ~mdue delay, bad faith or dilatory 
motive on rho  an of the movant. reoeated failure to cure deficiencies 
, ,. 
by arneixdn~ents previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing 
parry by virPue of rhe allowance of tlie amendment, futility of 
- .  
amendment, etc.-rhe leave songh~ should, as the rules require, 'be 
freely given."" 
Clark, 110 ldd1oat326,715 P.2dat996 (1986), quon'rzg Fomanv. Davis, 371 U.S. 178,182, 83 S. -
Ct. 227,230,9 L. Ed.2d 222 (1962). Furthermore: 
As long as fit proposed amendment'states a valid claim, a court may 
not consider ss~fficiency of the evidence supporting the proposed 
claim. Dujj7n v. Idaho Crop Improvemenl Ass'n, 126 Idaho 1002, 
1013, 895 P.2d 1195,1206 (1995). Suficietlcy of evidence is more 
properly determined at the summary judgment stage. Id. 
Because the district c o w  improperly considered the sufficiency of 
the evidence, it abused its discretion in denying the pIaintiffs' motion 
to amend. 
Carl H. ChristensenEamilv Tmst. 133 Idaho at 872,933 P.2d at 1203. 
m 
CONCLUSION 
For the above reasons and fhose as set forth in this brief and in Mr. Brower's 
deposirion and the exhibits aaached to the AfEidavit of Chales A. Brown filed herewith, f i e  Coun 
should reconsider irs denial of plaintiffs' motion to amend their Conlplaint, and an order should be 
entered allowing plaintiffs to amend their Complaint to include their equitable estoppel claim. 
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The defendants' in this matler cannot be allowed to say to rhis Court: "The agreement 
did not involve a paymenno me forthe loss of any land," while knowing and understanding that said 
representation was false and misleading. In reality, the setclement contemplated a dollar fi,we 
sufficient to pay for a resurvey and a rewriting of the legal descriptions and a1 exact doIlar amount 
per acre as per t!x underlying Shook md Castle agreements. The defendants can argue ''tl~e OLE 
comers of the documenr" all t11ey desjre, but the settlement agreemenr does nor explain how file 
$46,247.16 dollar f i y re  wai arrived at. The letters attached tothe Affidavit of Cllarles A. Brown 
do that for us. The defendant c re en used rhe Weitzes adverse possession claim to coerce the Rogers 
illlo a reduction in rhe contract price forthat exact acreage plus a lirtle extra for rhe resurvey, bar ro 
. . 
then turn and see what more he could obrain from the Weitzes as to the'exact same property along 
rhe exact same fence line is unconscionable. No wonder Mr. Green inserted a confidentiality 
. , 
provision into the sealement document. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on this 26thday of September, 2005. 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a m e  and correct copy ofrhe foregoing was: 
- 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar, Attorney at Law 
at the offices of Charles A. Brown 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
on II& 26tb day of Septe~nber, 2005. 
L- 
V 
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CASE NO bY-aob4- 0 0  
2005 Sri f  2 Q  P M  a44 
C L E R K  O F  DISTRICT C O U R T  
LATAH COUNTY 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Sueet 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5836 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
Ch~lesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Plaintiff~IColu>terdefendan~. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI33 SECOND SUDICTAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATI! OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-E COUNTY OF LATAI-I 
GERALD E. \%IT2 and CONSUELO ) 
I. WEIT%* husband and wife 1 
and WlEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 
* 
1 





VS. E Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 1 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. ) PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
SILVERNALE SI-IOOK, DANIAL T. ) RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER 
CASTLE and CATI-IERPJE C. 1 DENYIN0 PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
CASTLE, and U.S BANK N.A., ) TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
) TO ADD CLAIM FOR EQUITABLE 
DeFendmtsf 1 ESTOPPEL 
Counterplaintiff$ ) 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and through lheir attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, a ~ d  move rbe Court for reconsideration of its dcnid of plaintiffs' Motion TO 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF ORDGR DENYING PLAINTIFES' MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT TO ADD CLAIM FOR 
EQUITABLE ESTOPPEL I 
D T Q 9 1.37Chd 
Cl~zlcs A. Brown, EQq. 
P.O. Uox 12211324 M ~ i n  ST. 
Amend complaint a n d ~ e ~ l y  to Counterclaim, dated June 10,2005, wlxicl~ was heardby Tythe above- 
entitled C o w  on June 27,2005, and subsequently tlli Court entered its Order Denying Plaintiff? 
Morion to Amend, dated July 18,2005. plainti& me renewing their motion to add an additionaI 
cause of action, namely a FXdl Cause of Action for Equitable Estoppel. 
The basis for this morion are (1) that false representations have been made by the 
defendant Todd A. Green to this Court, and (2) that newly discovered evidence whicl~ reveals the 
falsity of said representations have recently come to the plaintiffs' attention. This mo-cion is also 
based upon h e  affidavit filed in support hereto. 
Thismo-cioinis made pursuant to 1.R.C.P. 1 i(a)(2)@), andthe plaintiffs do desire oral 
argument &d do herewith file a supportii~g brief to this motion for reconsideration pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 7@)(3). 
DATED on this 26th day of Septemberp 2005. 
, 
6 6 1 e s  A. Brown 
AtTomey for Piain~'iffs/Corn~terdefendants. 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a tnle and correcz copy o f f  e foregoing was: 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyru; Attorney at Law 
at the o%fice of Cliarles A. Brown 
324 Main Street 
Lewiston, D 83501 
on tllis 26rh day of September, 2005. 
11- 
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Ciiulcr A Brown. esq. 
P.0. Box i225I324!~4aiu St 
Lcwisron. Idiil~u 83901 
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CLERK OF DISTRICT COURT 
LATAH COUNTY 
Charles A. Brown BY Q,b - -  DEPUTY 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewjston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 . . 
208-746-588B'(fa~) 
ISB # 2129 
C11ar1esABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffslCounterdeEendants. 
IN THE3 DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STAT]! OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATM 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
5. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 
4 
1 





vs. ) Case No. CV 2004-000080 
TODD A. GREEN and T O W  L. 
) 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
1 
) AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES A. BROWN 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARy E. 1 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 1 
CASTLE and CATI-FERTNE C. 1 
CASTLE, and U.S. BAWCN.A., ) 
MFJDAVLT OF CHARLES A. BROWN I 
n... ! . .  . J T :  ... c.. ? r  ? . g i o h n  
Clarlnrier A. bun, EW. 
~ z . 0 .  BOX 13251324 Mnin St. 
Lr;w;$inlou, 1deo Gas01 
208-74699471108-726-58 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Nez Perce ) 
I, CHARLES A. BROWN, beiilg first duly sworn on oa~11 deposes and says: 
1. That I am the attoniey for Plaintiffs id the above-entitled matter. That 
these sralements are based upon my own personal knowledge and belief. 
2. That attached hereto are the following:' 
a) ~ e t i e r  addressed to Robert L. Brower, dated ~ u l y  17,2003, signed by 
Mr. Magyar, see Exl~ibit "A" attached herero; 
b) ' Letter, dated July 30, 2003, addressed to Mr. Magyar not signed by 
Mr. Brower, but be testified that he sent it to Mr. Ma,.yar, see Exfiibit 
- .-. - " B  artachedlxerero; and 
c) Letter, dated August I, 2003, entitled "SETTLEMENT TEWS? 
signed by Mr. Magyar as addressed to Mr. Bob Brower, see Exhibit 
"C" attached hereto. 
4 3. That die above lettm were uue and accurate copies of documents provided 
to me by Mr. Brower and obtained &om his file at the time of I& deposition on September 21,2005. 
4. That also attachedhereto you will &id a copy of an Afidavit ofTodd Green 
which, with attachments thereto, has already been previously filed with the above-entitled cow?, see 
Exhibit "D" attaclied liereto. 
S ~ S c R . B E D  SWORN Lo before me on tlus 26th day of Septenlber; 2005. 
8W.A.. k6f4-Q. c.- 
Notary Pnblic for 18aho 
. . 
AFFiDAVrr OF CI-IARLES A. BROWN 
n... 1 . .  . 1 1 0.. ' i L  ' 1 , ? 7 D h d  
I, CIzarles A. Brown, 11erel)y certify that a tlx~e and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular f ts t  class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-882-1908 - Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwm 
- sent by facsinule, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in t11eUnixed States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyarr Magyar Law Firm 
at the offices of Cllarles A. Brown 
324 Main Strcet 
Lcwiston, ID 83501 
on this 26th day oFSepte~nber~ 2005. 
AI;T;DDAVIT OF C I W E S  A. BROWN 3 
n . . . : . . . i  T :  ... 0.. 1 L  ? , 9 l D h h  
MAGYAR LAW FIRM Eslablislied 1974 
Robcrt M. Magyar  PI,.^ wcs~ . Su~ra s 
Altorncy nt Law J , ~ O  SOU\I\ ~ s b u i y  soat . FOFI O ~ L L  iiox ~ u 7 4  .MU*L<IW, ldnlto 83843 
TcI(208) 1162.I906 8 Paz(2OS) X82.19DB 
July 17, 2003 
Robert L. llrower 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 854 
Lcwision, ID 83501 
Ite: Propel'ty Linc Dispute - Or~ee~dRogcrslWeitz 
1 have discussed your suggeutio~r hai wc mediate ihe isstrcs bctwzen our clients with Todd &11d To~rin 
Orem, Wc agree wifh your ass~.ssr,~etlt Ula~ both ~ o g c r u  find Grczr~s find thclnsclvcs in h i s  
lwcdicament as a result of the qucsrionnble action by Wei~z, and tile( ncikl~or ofour  clie~lts l )o~~ld  
Rave to bc in this posiciorl. Ifowever, G ~ C ~ I I ~  did purofias~: H specific 1 GO ~ c r c  panel *om your 
clietrf and by virrue ofUie contract and wbted docu~arrns, they ate cntitlcd lo have Rhgcrs clcar tiUc 
4 to that properly. In (he event Rogers callnot clear tillc lo the psopel.iy, then Grccns wc entitled to 
recoveurl~eir danxayes, nnd lllc loss of value ofthe rcspcctlve parc-cls is  includcd in  ~ l ~ o s c  da~l logcs .  
I 1xo11'iscd ro sz~id  YOU B c ~ r r e ~ ~ € ~ i ~ ~ n ~ m i l ; y  ofthr dn~nhg~s   ti^ mid costs inciiucd by Todd and 'L'olGa 
tireen illat drrcctly result from W r i ~ z  claitving owncrshil, ortl,c q~pc.oximntcly 9 ncrcs thar ware sold 
to rhc Greens by yuul.clienrs. That sumi~~ary is 8s follows. 
Repay Dan Cmtle - Troc~ f 
1 .O I acres @ 164,000.00/acrc = 
Repay Steve arid Mary SJioolc -. Tlacr 2 
3.66 acscu @ $+.745.82/acrc = 
Loss of  value of G~.cen's parccl -Tract 3 
3 acres @. $4.745.82/nwe = 
Cast to rc-survey propcriy nnd 
Re-write icgsl descriptions 
Legal fees 
Robcrl L. Browcr 
July 17,2003 
Page - 2 
These dalnuges do nor include any clainr for The iinle rllat Todd Ot,eeil has irnd lu cnpcild ill  lhis 
rnelrrr, which has had an advcrsc affect upon his M o s c ~ w  busilivss. ITlhis ilratrer can be sertied by 
agrcerneir! of thr. pnrlics. Todd ltos &greed 10 wnivc th4t claim. 
1 do not know how we c&n n~cdiatc da~nng.es w]>en the) involvr;, Cor cxunplc. the Greens hhviny to 
pay back a ce1.1ain and specifi~ n l ~ ~ o u n ~  oCrrlullay (u ~ l tc  purcliascrsof~l~cir p ope~ly. I! would appeal. 
in sucli u oasz dint dsl~>ag*lsu-e not unccriain, and tlierefot.e, not 1,cally ilpproprinte Tot' tnediotion. 
Also, rhc nature ofthe Grccns' claim against your ctic~lc wuuid i~ot seel~t o fit mcdiatiorr citllcr, sincc 
tiley llavc a COIXI~LICL and rclared docu~llenu tlrai cniirlc &em to n specjfic 160 ircrcs. Furkl~tr, I
believe lhcy are entitled to the benefit of theiu btrlgaiii, and \ha1 chcy are enti~lcd to thc proliis lfrly 
would make upon rbe sale ofthe ncrcabc tu their buyers. Celui~lly iCdicy Iinvc lo repay mancy lo 
purclx~.efs that will bc cuttsidered dirccl dainage:es lo ~licm. Thus. again it  wcrulrl swrn lhnl nledin1.io11 
would not be aplxopriatc lo dcicr.mine such dmvigcs. 
Our posilion is t lur  the Ltogcrs Trust inus[ clear t i~ lc  10 rl~c 1 GO ncrcs. W11c11 ihcy do, Todd and 
Toilia Gree~r will lcccp dlivaiuc: oftheir property;a~>d the riwncy (hcy received li'otn [lie purchasers 
oftlrc different acrcagcs. ThereFol,e, ,>rndia~ilt~ ~ r ~ r l i i ~ r g  less would IIO! bcin Gl'eer~s' best intercsrs. 
Addirionaliy, the contt.act and related docua~~illii pruvjde for tl>e Grccns 10 rccovcr tllcir lcgnl fees 
and otlrer costs froill d>e Rogers Trust. So riieil.rtcluest rv bs rei~i~bul.sed [he fcgni fccs and survey 
cosis ~11ey )love incurred is nlsv c~vorcd by 0% conunct and I-clatcd docutncnrs. 
Todd and T o ~ ~ i a  Grce~? are i>r.c@rcd to %tile dlril. clai~,,s t~y~11i.r yout- client at Lhis Lin~e by p@ynlont 
to fhcm of the amount of $46,247.16 as outlined above. III LI>C cvent your dietus arc willilry lu 
resolve lliis rnacler ill this fashion. we will praparc tile docvrl>enrs nctiessary lo JIJ so. l f  yotlt clicnrs 
arc urrviillink ro resolve ~l>ls  rnRtlcr by rcilnbursin& O r c c ~ ~ > '  io~scs 3s outlirlcd hcrcin, wc plan lo 
proceed us otirlincd it1 my .tune 18. 2003 lerler. ticzwcvcr, thc O I ~ ~ ~ V I I I  paid it110 an iatcresl benrilig 
'l'rust Accouilt may increase due  to ~ h c  cxtcnt of111e nt~ticiparcd Lu,scsto (ireens if cliis inatlcr is not 
rcsolved pronlplly. 
Wlrile we fctnain open and willin& lo discuss setllcxner~~oClhi~ innuel with you at any time. wc do 
1\01 think rlredintion al lhis lime would bc meaningfi~l. I'lease fcccl free 10 colliacr niv abuut liiis ii>artcf 
ancr you lyavc hntlthc opgorrutrity lo mtct with your clicn!s. 
Sincerely. 
m n w  
ROUERT M .  MAGYAR 
JONES, BROWER & CALLER%!, P. L. L. C. 
LAWYERS 
1304 Idaho Sueec, P. 0 Box 854 
Lewisron ID 53501 
Gnrry LV. Joioncs 
Robcrr L. Brower* 
'Thomas W. Coilrry 
(208) 743-3591 
Far: (205) 746-9553 
July 30.2003 
Via telefax to: (208) 882-1908 
(original by US mail) 
Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow. ID 83843 
RE: Property Line Dispute 
GreenIRogerslWeitz 
Dear Bob: 
Thank you for your letter ctf July 17, 2003. 
I have had an oppor!unity to review that letter with my client, I respectfully disagree with 
your analysis of Todd and Tonya's damages. The general rule in a case of this nature is 
that the damages would be the fair market value of the 8.57 acres on the date of the sale. 
which is the $2.000 per acre in the contract. This is so because the breach, which the 
Rogers do not admit, occurs upon delivery of the Warranty Deed. Additionally, I do not 
believe that the Greens are entitled to damages for loss of income from their business. 
Lastly, if this matter is settled at this point, it does not seem that the Greens would be 
entitled to attorney fees for defending the claim of the Weitzs since they would have been 
fully compensated for the loss of the property. 
Based on the above, I woc~ld calculate the maximum damages as ~ O ~ ~ O W S :  
Loss of 8.57 acres (8.57 X $2,000) - $17,140.00 
Cost to resurvey (as you indicated) 
Total 




My clients have authorized me to offer $22,000.00 in full settlement in exchange for a 
hold harmless agreement from the Greens. This would allow Todd and Sonya to 
accept the Weitz's claim, negotiate a settlement or litigate, whatever they choose. If the 
Weitzs capitulate, the Greens would own the full 160 acres at a reduced price, but  if not 
they would have paid $2,000 per acre for what they actually received. 
I believe it would be iriappropriate to withhold funds from the payment due to the 
Rogers without the Rogers' consent as it will constitute a breach of the Promissory Note 
secured by the Deed of Trust on the Greens' home. A unilateral action of that sort 
would not encourage settlement. 
In any event. if the above amount will resolve this matter, please advise and prepare 
the settlement documents as requested. 
Thank you for your courtesi~s and I look forward to hearing from you 
Very truly yours, 
JONES, BROWER & CALLERY, P.L.L.C 
ROBERT L. GROWER 
cc: Thomas Rogers 
Sharon McCadams 
A 
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Also Vin Fos: 208-7d6-9353 
Robert L. Brower 
.Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 854 
Lewiston, ID 53501 
Re: Property Llne Dispure - Greeimeirz 
Y o ~ n  Client: Rogers Trust 
My Client: Green 
SETTLEiMENT TERMS 
4 
.]'his lerler wiii outline chct basic settlement rernls rllm rvellave reached to resolve the disyuk between 
our clienrs. I have set our a slXtxllary o f ~ h e  tellns in iizdjvidual puag~apils below r6r ease of 
reference. 
1. SACK R. PORTER. We were ro have d~Iiverec1 payinenr today on the promissory 
note from Greens to tile Rogers Trust to Jack Porter, under rhe terms of tile noce. 
You bavc ins~ucted LLS to illstead seild petyneil? directly to YOLK office, which 
paynien~ accompanies tliis leaex, Tilerefore, I will mot be delivering eirher die check, 
or file lerrer rhac i had drafied to Jaclc Porter, pursualrr to our agreement. I have lei? a 
relephone message for Jaclc explaining this ro him. 
. '  C J .  2. CERTIFIED FUNDS. You have requested, and we have agree< ro sen([ cne furlus 
by certified check. 
3 .  SETTLE:klENT AMOUNT. Your client has agreed .to our settlen~enl proposal in 
the amount of P346,247.16. Per our agreenieilt, wc will deduct rhar a~llo~inr fro111 the 
ainoLu1r due your client, and forward the balance 10 you. 
4. PAYMENT TO TRUST. The Note principal was $1 60,000.00, ancl illrerest at 6% 
for one year is $9,600.00, il7aki1lg 111e amouilr due on Qle Note S169,600.00, 
Deducting the settienlent ainourx of $46,247.16 from tlle Note balance leaves a 
paynlent to rhe Rogers Trust ill the an~ounr of  $121,352.84. This mount  
accoinpailies Illis letter. 
5. SETTLXCMENT AGmEMENT. Per our agieernenr, I will prepare a SerrIement 
Agrte~nsnl for your review. Once the parties agree to the terms, i1 will be execl~red 
by the Rogers Trrrst and Greem. The Agreement will inclilde the ireins lisrcd in this 
Ierrer, as well as ge1i~ra1 settlement lmguage. 
' 
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6. RELEASE. We will jnclude a Release for the Rogers Trust concerning this 
property dispute. 
7. . FULL AND FINAL SETTL,EktENT. The Rogers 'li-i~sr will havt no furlher 
liability or respol~sibility ro Greens or ~l-iei' successors in interest concerning rhis 
properry dispute. 
8. CONFIDENTIALLTY. The parties will agree lo keep the setllen~ellt lenns and 
conditions conildeilrial. 
9. EXECUTION OF DOCUiMEN'l'S. The parties will execute such doc~llle~lrs a  
play be uecessaty LO carry our: slid effectmate g11e rerins of tbe Sealeilleilr Agrecmeix 
I believe rhis includes the :3pecific settlement terms we discussed. I will have aproposed Setr1emeilr 
..\greernenc 10 you either late today, or first thing Moilday momi~lg. As you luxow, I \viil be leaving 
on Wednesday momirip, zind ul~available for several weeks after Tuesday. 
Thank you again for your assisrailce in resolvix~g xhis lna&er. It h ~ s  been R plea~ure ~vorlting wirh 
you. I have truly appreci;i~cd your professionalisnl and courresies. 
+ 
Sincerely, 
ROBERT M. MAGYAR ' 
r ~ n m  {rn 
Ei~ciosure 
c: Todd and Toilia fireen 
MAC';\IAI< LAW FIl<h:l 
nobcrr M. Magyn1.+716127 
530 Sciuth Asbuly St. - Suit; 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(20s) 8232-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1 905 Facsiinile 
SCJ-IWAM LAW FIRM 
A n d 1 . c ~  Sckwn11i # 1573 
514 S O L I ~ ~  Polk Street 
Moscow, Icl;~ho 8384.3 
(208) 382-4190 Telephot~i. 
IN 'THE DIS71'RIC:T C:OIIIZT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DlS'I%ICT 01; T I C  
STA.l;h' 01: lDAl-LO, IN AND 1:OlZ TI-IE COUNTY 01' LATAH 
GERALD E. WEI'SZ and CONSUELO 1 
J. WEI'iZ, I~usband and \vili., !in8 WEIT% ) C;ise No. CV-04-000080 




Plaiiitif~s/Counterdeli.i~dsnrs, ) AI'FIDAVIT OF TODD A. GREEN 
v. 1 
) RE: AGREEMENT WITH ROGERS 
TOL)L> A. GRCEN and 'SONl+ L:GREEN, ) TRUS'I' 
hrisband and wife. STEVEN R. SI-TOOK f 
aiid MARY E. SILVElihALE SHOOT<, ) RE: WEIT% EQUITABLE FSTOPPEL 
DANIAL T. CASTLE aiid CATHERINE j CLAIM 
C. CASTLE, a~id U.S; BANI< N.A., 1 
STATE 01' IDAHO 1 
ss; 
County of Larah ) 
TODD A. GREEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, dcposes and says: 
2. The jnfo'olrii~~in~~ col ta ined  in  ;ifficIavi~ is bassd upon my own knowletlge. 
~ I i o  was my prcdcceiso~- in  in~ercsr itr ilrc ]~roi~er\y l l r ~ t  I'lnintiSSs [lrcrc.in M'ci!~) clniiil, CO~ICCI?T~I~!: 
lzogel-s' duty 10 dcCclld kiy rille rn tliut propel.ty, the rct,rnso1'\vhith could riot bt! ~vvealed ~virhout 
court order. I-1owzui.r. 1 II;I\.L! recti\.c.it pei.mission li.om ROS~I ,S  (ko111 TIIOIIIBS L1 Rogers, T~usree), 
and Tiom Rogers' artornrp, to re\.eal this doculiie~lt to rhe Colil-I and la Weiiz. A copy of the 
iigrceiiiellr i s  atrachcd hctero and iocol-l~o~.atetl lici'ein by rcfcrericc. 
4; A4 is evidenr fi-nni the Rogcrs Ag.eernei~~, Rogers was informed \hat 1 \vas going ro 
requir-e [hat Rogers honor irs duty ro defend iny title against Weirz' claims. 
5: Whtn Kogei-s was int'or1ilec4 that I was going ro render rlie dekilse of the Weirz claims 
lo rliern, nc$oriatioi~s \vel.e licld. 
6 .  TlreRogel-s .4jircc~iient relcrisrd 1togrt.s ti-om \licita duty co deFend againsr rhe WeiU 
clai~iir;. did paid 11ic a sun? of inalley for reiie\cing Rogel-s ol'lhar tltrly. 
7. The LZogcrg Agrcrnienl did not pay mo for any properiy; or for any proptrty damage. 
f haw never received cornpennarion froin l i o ~ c r s  ibr tliepl.opc~-~y l h a ~  Weitz clainls. T did not sell 
land 10 Ro,ge~s. and Rogers did iiot buy land from me in ~ h a r  agree~i~ent. The agreement did nor 
involvc a payment to me for thc loss of any land 
S. The Rogers ngrccment was not a co1111jensatioii for land. bccausz at the time 1 enrered 
into die agrecmelx with Rogcrs on A~QJLSL 5, 2003 regarding Rogcrs' duty to defend my title, I 
already had iicquirkd a contr:~ct~~al dirty to deFcnct rile rirlcs oor'SIiooIcs :~t?d Casileu. The Shook and 
Castle agr-ecmencs are siiuilar regardil?g rlzis issite. 
9. The Ca.i;r!e Agreement provides: 
"In accorda~zcl: will1 il?c covenants oS~itlc the Castle's will receive with rhe warranty deed, 
the Greens shall co~zrinue'to legally defend the title and surveyed amount of48 acres (record 
of sulyey 472606) ancr rhc Cas~les txke ownership. By chis a~rteii-ien~, rhe Greens will take 
the rollowing action rcgardiny any potential arlvcrse posscssioil claim. Sl7ouId Dr.. 6c Mrs. 
weit ,  proceed with anaction that.iesultl; in rhc loss oTmy portion of Tract l (sum total 
cclualing 48 acres), \he Greens wili con.tpcnsare the Castles in  the armounr oT$4000 per acre 
for said losses wirliin 7 days of fitla1 jiidglnenl." 
'-In accordai~cc \\.it11 tiit covcnanis oT~lii: tiric I ~ : L L  the Shool;s \\.ill  rectikrc with rhc wananty 
deed, rllc Greens rcprescnr 311d \varrant that tiley sliall conrini~e ro legally dzfenci llle rille and 
strrveyed nniouc~c cif ihc 3 1.08 aci.i..l: (~.ci:ord 472606) allor. the Shooks rake ritll' o\vnersbip. 
By tliis agreeliicnr, rhe Greens will r~ i t e  t11e f o l l ~ w i n ~  action rcg~r,ding the WEITZ's 
pote~itiiil adverjc possrssion claim. Sliould Dr. & Mrs. Weitz procecd with a legal action 
that i.csults in the loss ofaiiy 11o1-rio11 ojl'racr 2 fstim rota1 ecli~aling 3 1 .OS acres), tile Greens 
shall defend rliat Legal action 31 rlic.ir solc cosr and cxpensc and will ful?l?er compensate rhe 
Shooks in rhc amonlrt oiS4.745.S2 lieraci.e, in cash. I'o~said losses wirliin seven [7] busi~iess 
days of rhe &nal judgnir~ri. Nor\~iiliskanding anything ro tile ooiitraiy. 111e Gwcns shall, nor 
later than rhree 131 yetrrs torn darc. hy appropriate l eg1  action, agrrelilenr, 01. otlienvise, 
~ m c c e d  with .4ction LO Quiet Title [Idilllo Code Title 6, Cii:tptc1'4] Lo Tract 2 From any and 
ail Wcifz pot?nri:~l cld~,rrse posscssioti cl;~i~ii[rl." 
1 I .  A copy o i  t11c Sliook /-\grecii~ait is attaclieit lierrto arid iiicorpor~ated herein by 
12. Sliaoks :tnd C'aslles have never re1r;tscd me kniu illy dury LO clefend their tides, and 1 
liase ,lever wanted to parr \ u i i h  thc irnpol.l;1111 jirirr oSmy ow11 Inncl cl:3imed by Wciiz. That is why 
4 
[liis cascif  being vigor'n~isly dci'endeci. 
1 3 .  The agrecmcnt I niade \\.ill1 the Rogcl-s was not i n  nny way ~madc for the benefit of 
Wcitz. Weilz, who Iin\,c crcited this i:l\\lsuir. and cwt~sed so I I ~ L I C ~  fina~iciaf cosls to so many, should 
not benefit in any \\ray Froiii n?y agreenient wiih Rogcn. 
14. The agrceoienr \vjtI~ Rogers was no1 made Tor conceding rhis land to Weirz, because 
. . 
thc itogers and II~ave always dcnicd rha~ \Veirzowlicd fie disp~tteil ]:\lid (see especially paragraph 7. . 
15. Thc f2ct tl.1;11 llir Rogeni. and I welr :~ble to ;niiict~bly settle our dispilre without taking 
rha Court's rime is irrelevant Lo. and s l io~~ld  nor hecojne all issuc in, the Wcitz' claim io land iii 
wl1ich they do not hold rirlc, and Tor which they have ncvcr paid. 
16. With 1I7c 1:~r~lefir ol'I~indsjgI?l. I \voulcl ncvcf liavc acccptedas sninll s sum as 1 did in 
exchange fo~.rakiiig on i I . ~ t  1Zoge1-1;' tluty io dei'cnd rny title. 1 have 1rai.ned rliat the cosr ofmy dury 
lo t l c r c~~d  will far esceeil tllc surii I rccc.i\,cd fvo~l? IZo~zrs. 
. . 
17.  TI,^ Rogel.s agrecmc.n, lllo\tc.s 1 l iave no: rc.cci\.c.d C~liipCnSt1:roli tor lalid, 
bcri itinrcad have lalten on I I W  duty ti1 &find tillc, which 1 ail? doing. 
18. I roolc on tlic dliiy to delcnd iille ng;lirist \Vcir 7. i11' /):II.L, SO illal 1 cottld control rhe 
clir-<ctio~~ and inswe ibe qll:xlity of lhc clcfc~ise ag?ai~?sr 111~ Weit%. claims. 
DATED rllis 20'" d:ry of.lunr. 2003. 
.- 
Todd A. Green 
StJBSCRIBED AND SWORN Ti) before me this 20'" day of June, 2005 
C:ERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hercby certify ti.~ac on ihis 20'" day of.lune, 2005, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing A~'FIDAVIT to Ix served on the following in  he manner indicated bclo\v: 
Char-les A. Br6wn 
Anolney at Law 
P.O. Box 1325 
l.c\viston, ID 83501 
/g2A scl.+ - 
Robert M. ~ a ~ ~ a r d  6' 
( ) Overnighr Mail 
( j L1.S. Mail 
( ) I'acsimilc 
Vq H a i ~ c i  Delivery 
TI-11s S ~ ~ l ~ ' l ~ l , . l ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ l '  . - \ C i l < l ~ ~ E ~ l l ~ R ~ ~  \N.D REi.l<t\Sl; 01: Cl :\lh:lS (Iicwi11afic1- also 
-'Agrcemei1rx) llladr this 1'' t h y  of ~ X L I ~ U S I .  2003, is bci\.\~rcil and luni'iig 'fiic Inez 1-1. Rogers 
I'amily Trust (11er.einaiit.c "Rogers"). a11d Todcl A. GI-cen :iiid 'I'oniu L. Cjrten. husband and wifc 
(herei~lafre<"G~eeils"). 
RECITALS: 
1 .  Greens ptirchilsrtl h-on1 Rogers I ~ C  follo~\iing dessl.il!ccl rcal gr~rpCri?. i~ i  1-ntuh Counry. 
S w c  ol'lclulio: 
T11e Southca31 QLI:II.ICI. of Seciiol? 8. 'Po\~nship 40 Nostli. liange 5. West. 
co~training 160 acres (hurciixilier '-Grerns pi-operiy"). 
2 Greens recc.i\'e.cl a W:ii-~.nnty Deed for  ~112 Greens pl.oper~! Si-ol~l Rogers. providing in 
~ : I I ?  ilial Roscrs '.i.ivi// [ / ~ , / L J I I ~ ~ . Y L I ~ L /  rir/c fl,gc,ir~,jl [I// ( J / / I K ~  ILI\,I~IL/ cl~1ir17.s LIIICI [/tl~rr~w~/,\.. " 
. 3. Greens have h i ~ d  O~ecns  PI-01x1-1). suiveycd by a licensed surveyol-. 
4. Gerald and (:oiisttelo \Veitz (hereinafter "Weivz") owl1 ~ L . O P C I . L ~  bordering Greens 
propcrryto the north (ho:rci~lalicr ihc .'\Vc.itj: ~~ropcrty"). 
5 .  Weilz clsiin o\\-i~crsliil~ oi;ipi~rosimarely 8.57 :icl-rs ol'ilie sui.vcycd 160 acres deeded 
to Gi-ecns by liogci.s il~c.rciii:tli:.r ilie .-ciispu~c.cl pro],er.ry"). 
6 .  'l'he d i s l~~~xcd  pxoperiy lics noith of w h a ~  appeaiLs io hc iht r e ~ ~ i i i ~ u ~ r s  of an old barbed 
wire strand fence (hercinaf7er.the "clisp~11ed t t~~ce" ) .  Weiiz clainls L ~ C  disputed fcnce is thc 
aciual aild legal bou~idar:y beiwccn 111s G I - ~ ~ I I S  property and Weirz properly. 
7. Both Greens c-ind IIoget-s tleny that rhc disputed feiicc is tltc acriinl and leg81 boundary 
beiw'xn  he G~.eeiis proj~criy ~ n d  'Afcirz prolicriy. 
8. W z i i ~  Itas indicated rhey u4ll file a quiri. title ticti011 Lo VCSI lille in Llte disputed 
~prop~rty in Weitz. 
9. Greens have informed Rogers illat Greens will ~endcr tllc dereitse of che quit1 iitle 
acrion lo Roge~s, basecl upon rhe Wnl.raiity need rc~eivetl horn Rogers, 111s conii-acl docurnents 
and Idaho law. 
10. Grcais owe Eogcrs thc slim oF$169,600.00, iilcludiiilc iiltercst. 011 a PI-omissoiy ltoie 
(hereinalier "note") Tor t1.1e purcliase ol'C;rcciis pro]~er[y. 
I J . .['he pr t ies  hiix.~' ~ C ~ O I ~ C L I C ~  this \\,ri~ic11 A~I~CCI.IICIII by wl?ie/t a lillal se11li-nlcnl will 
be lnade berween aild :iii?ong ihein se~iling, compianiising aiid resolving all claims, rights. 
A 
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oI>lig:ltio~>~ fi11~1 l i ~ ~ l ~ i ~ i ~ i c s  L \ ( C V L ! ~ ~  \ , ~ I I J  t>ci\\'c~i : 1 1 i ~ l  :iii~o~)g L I > ~ I I >  :~rixili:! IYOII>  LII, ill C I > I I I I C ~ I ~ ~ I ~  
\viih ihc disputed proptrt). and I I IC  molic!; ~ l u e  011 ~ h c  11oic. 
NOW I'I.IEI1EFOltE. i l l  coiisidcr:liion 01' Ihc. ~i l i~ tu : i l  cuienniii.: ; I I T ~  ii~i(Icrt:ikilig~ ~f the 
pc'dcs BIICI ~ I I C  p r ~ ~ i i i s e s  tn i.i"lc:~sc eacR cj11ii.r 3s IicrsiiiaRer sc i  ii71'111. I ~ C  ptirtics B ~ I . C C  BS 
follotvs: 
12. Rogers \\.ill :rcccpi ihi' sun1 ol' $1?.3,352.KJ :is :I ii~li. li11;1l anil c~rnipiete payment of 
the LION payabl  by Grcens to ~ 6 ~ r l . s .  Rogers will TCCL)I?\.~)- th? Deed o f  'l'r~ist thn~ secures 
pnymcnt by Grcc11s o!.s:.~id iiotc.. 
13. Circ.elis \\.ill  acccpt rlic suln ol'$;?6,737.16 or; a Si~ll. ii~inl and complzte setllem~nk of 
all Cjieens claims agni~ist Kogcrs rclatcd ti) rile ,lispc~ii.Li properb. iL+cr> I ~ L I W  :W k1r1.11er 
liability or rtsponsihilir! to Gseetls ic.l;iiing to rile iiisl~utccl pr~pcr l )~ .  
14. The psttjcs I kecp rlic icrms t~nd  co~ldirions 0.T il?ir Srttleiiient Agreelnenr 
confidential. Unlsss ordercd la divulge ihe tcinrs 01. lhis A:ieemtnl by 11 ('0~11-t of cornpetem 
jurisdiction. the lpa~~ies. 111cir :itkoriIwys and i.cprcsen~:itives \\.ill kccp rile ttrrns i~lrcl  condiriolis of' 
this Agreement sontidi:~.iliul. Wliilc -the parties 1n3y r l ivi~iy~ ihi' rrrms of this nyreznient lo, 
pl.oJ%ssioi?nls 1,ircti :inrl retained by Iliem who 11eed thc inrormtilion in tlicir pr~?fcssio~ial capacity. 
this conlidendality ]>revision \\.ill also estend ro those pi.ol'essionaIs. Providecl. ho\\-ever. t11at 
4 Grccns mny divulge lhe icrnis ril' i l~is Agrewl-ienr to the purcliascrs o i  gaiccls fro~om Grcens 
propcrry, ant1 thcii- resptcii\'i' 11iri.d ;LIILI rert\ini"il proi:ssiir~\uls. 
15. 'I'll? .l)i1r.lj<:s shall rsccirie s i~ch  documr~~rs  a n1ny be necessary 10 crti-1.y out and 
effecruate the tenns ol'rhis Agrrenicnr. 
16. Greens Iic'reby'releasc' and I-elinquish any rrnd ~ i i i  claims, rights. couses of action and 
damages against Roger:s corictrniny the d i ~ 7 a x d  I i>:o;:e;*zy, and agree it) i:~ilwn?nil'y and hold 
Rogers l~arfnlcss &om any clai~n ol' Weirz or. their successors jn ii~leresl conccl.ning 111e dispurcd 
propcrry. 
17. Except as esprcssly pro\fided in d ~ i s  Settlerneiit AgrecriIelii uncl Rcleass of Clitirns 
and as a further nlarerial ilidi~ccment for Rogers to cliter into ~l i is  Ayl-caucnr. Cireens in-rvocably 
and ~~ncondirioni~lly relrx~se. ;lcqiti~ arid rot.rl.cr discl.i;i~.<i. Rogcrs t?i>rl> on). and all cllarges, 
coniplaints. claims, iiabiliries, obligarions, p~.oniises. agreemenIs. conrroversies. damages, 
ac~ions, causes of action, suirs, rights. clernands, costs, losszs. debts aiitl expenses (including 
a[lorneysY fees and casts ~lci~iallq. incurred) ol'al~y nalure whalsoevcr, 1;no\\,11 or ~~nlaiowl? which 
Cjlreens may now hti~ve. owl  01- l~olcl or claii)? ro i?a\/e. II)\.\,II or. llold or which (iicen: a1 any time 
SETTLEMENT AGRE,EF.IENT P.ND RE),EJ.SE 01" Ci:,i?l?Y3 --.:: 
~- . . . "-... 
I~erclol'ore had. o \ \ ~ l r J  or lii.l~l t r r  c I : ~ i ~ i i ~ ~ l  t,i . I ~ ; I \ . L ~ .  L ~ \ V I I ~ L I  or I ~ v I L I .  \\l1iclircl;11c 111 ~ l ic  disj>iir~\d 
properly. 
18. Escept 3:: csl-rressl! prir\.iilc.ii in illis Sc~i lemc~i r  Ag~-ccilrinl ~ind l i~ ' l c : l s~  of Claiins 
niid as a iiinlier m;llc,:.ri::l i ~ ~ ~ l ~ r c i . ~ i i ~ ~ i i  i01, (.;I-cens to ciiicr inio this : \ ~ r c c ~ i i e ~ i t .  I<ugers irrrtvocabl> 
a ~ ~ d  ~ncondirionally rslctisc'. acquit aiid iiol-ever cliscl~argc Greens f i ~ i i i  ':in). a~.icl n i l  cliarges. 
complainrs, claims. liahili~ics. obligiltions. ~ i i i c s .  ~ r c ~ i e ~ i .  cn~irro\,*rsies. da~i~ages .  
ncrions, ciltises of aciiiiii. siiiis. rigllis. dci?iands. cosrs: lo~ses .  i lch~s :II?L! csiicnscs (including 
al~or11cys' fees a ~ i d  C L ~ S I S  :ICLII:III). i11ctin.d) 01.any nn!ure \ \ I ~ : I I s L ~ ~ ' \ K , I - .  ii~io\\.ll I?;- 111i/iilr1\\.11 wllicll 
Rogers liiiiy now liavc.. o\\.n (11. liold or cltiiiii 10 li:ivi'.'o\\.~i ~ i r  l1olil or \\.liicli I<og~rs nl ally limc 
heretofore had, owiic~l or held or clainied lo liavc., o\vnrd or hcld. \vilich rciatc io iili. dispu~ed 
property ondlor 11ic 11o1c i-rnynble hy GI-ecns 1 ~ 1  R O E S ~ S ,  
19. 'The pxrlies lrcreio aclalo\\'leilg~ a i s  i \ r c e ~ i i ~ ~ i  s11:Il 1101. I aiiy way, be 
consrriicd :is a n  nilrnissi,i~i ol'linhilily. IYiiil[ o1. iriipropi-iery c.111 ; I I ~ !  b:~sis \vlialso?:.\ PI. oil ihr parr of 
any parry. 
20. This Agrert~.i-ii.111 sers forih ihcl cntirc agree~nent bcr\~e<ii  lie panics lie~.ero and fully 
supersedes ally a~icl k i l l  1prii11. tlgrecmznis or t ~ n c l e i a r ~ ~ ~ c i g  be?\vi.eli tile 11:1rlie:: pcrraining lo tliz 
. . 
s ~ ~ b j e c ~  matter covcrrd lici-pin, l i i i l ;  :\grc.eiilcnr iii:iy llnr hc n~odilicd chczpi in w-iring 
subscribed ro hy all P ~ ~ I ! L \ s .  
21. All liines i d  for iii illis Aprecmer11, L ill any oilier doct~i i ien~ executed 
hel-cimder, For the perli)r~-iionci. of any no1 lvill be SLI-ictly cons~niccl. ~ i i i t c  being oi'the essence. 
22. If any Lerm o r  p~-o\,ision ol: illis i- \glremcn~ shtlll, lo any vstent bc determined by ti 
coi~rr  o f  co~i;~cleii t  jurisdiciioii Lo be in\,alitl or unen~orcertble, ihc rci-nttiiicirr of-lhis Agrce~xeiil 
shall nor be affected ihcrcby. i~nd  each 1c17i ind provisio:: of  this A~rccmci i i  shall be i,alid and 
be  unf~rceahlc  to the fullesr esieiiL prniiirtcrl by laiv: and iris 11ie iiire~i~ion of ihc ~ R I I ~ C S  hereto 
rhal if any provision o f  this Xyrecnienl is capable oi' [\vo co~is~r i~ci ions .  01111 01' tvliith wo~lld 
reilclcr rhe provision void ancltlie o111rr ol'\vllicii \vould render ilic 111-ovision valitl. thc provision 
shall have the meaning ~viiich renders it vnlitl. 
23.117 rhe cveiit l i~igii~ion is iicccs:iary 1 tirl'orcc tiny or the lc~.i i~s,  covonanu or 
colldirions of this Ag13reemenr on Ll~c parr of 1l1e orlier ro be pcrfo~~mccl~ Io conslrue this 
Agreement, o r  io recover damages for tlic breach ~lici-col: llie p~,c\ailing pariy in s i ~ c h  suir siiall 
be cntitled LO receive from rhc losing pariv a i,eai;onnblc amoilnl ol' ilirorney i'ees lo b t  fixed by 
the c o u n  having jurisdicriol? thereof'a~ld iasecl as cosls in such suit. 

f4 011 111;s. 5.- cI:I> ~ ~ : \ I I ~ $ I S I .  LOO;, &?lhre 111~. ill* ~ I , I ~ ~ C I S ; ~ I I ~ ~ ~ .  :I >t>~?~ i ) .  l>t~l i l ic ill :111cl Ibr s f id  
State. p~rsui ia l ly  :ippe:lrtJ '1'OL)D i\. C;I<EI!N nnil TONIA I... Cil<i<liNr I~i~sb:l~icl illid \viSc. klio\\.li Lo me LO 
i?c ~ h c  pe~svi ls wliosr naiiic; aic s~1bscl.ibc~1 lo lhc r~,l-cgoiil$ Ag~-cc~l ienl ;li d i lc I in i>\ \ l? i~g~d lo  mc rliar 
they esecuted tlic same. 
STATE OF WASI-Il'NC;~I'ON ) 
. ) 5 s  
C o i ~ ~ i t y  crl'Sl;agir ) 
01, ~ l i i s  H- day o l .A~~g i~sr .  2003. bdoro mc, i.1.i~ cintlcr.si~iieci. o Notsry I'c~blic ill :111d for said 
Sratc. pcrso~ially al,pcni-ed Sl lAl<ON blcCADAM, iciio~vn or i t lent i f i t~ l  o i ne  li, hc ollc o f  thc persons 
wliose iiamcs arc sirl,sciibi.d I ~ I  1116 I i ~ i i r ~ c ~ i  I ' 1 ~ 1 s  u I I H. !ROGERS 
'Fi\MIl-Y TRUST, a n d  ncl<no\ilcrlged l o  inc II\:II s l ~ c  executcd i l ~ e  <:;I.IIC as I ' r~~s tcc .  
IN WITNESS WIiEIZIEOI:. I Iin\,c I?crcu~ilo set iiiy h:~iitI alicl nolai-iwl seal 01) 1hc dale iasr abovc 
SFATE OF IDAHO ) 
j 5,s 
Co~111r.y o f  Ada ) 
-b 01) this(l duy ul' I\~I~LISI, 2003. before inc, r l ~ c  ~~ndcrs ig~lct l ,  a Nut;iry P ~ ~ h l i c  ll alid lkr said 
Sratc. perso~iblly appeared 'IHOIVAS I.. KOGF,I<S. known or icIi?n~i!?cil i! mc to be anc ui'lhe persolis 
~vl iosc nancs are subsci.ihctj to ~ l > e  ibregoing i!rsu.umenr ss I 'I-~IsI~~s o f  'fl-IE INEZ 1-1. IiOCERS 
FAMI1.Y TRUST, and ncknoivlcclgcd to me t l i a~  lit esec~itctl  lie salile hi% Triislce. 
IN WITNESS WIIFREOI;, I Ihtlve l lcrei~iito SCL 11iy Iiatld iiild ~~ot :~r ia l  seal oil the date Inst ;ibovc 
written 
ROAD AND BOUNDARY AGREEMENT 
- 
This agreement i s  entered into on s- / 3 ,2003, by TODD GREEN and 
TONIA GREEN, husband and wfe, on behalf of'rhemselves and STEVEN R. SHOOK 
and MARY E. SILVEWXLE SHOOK, owners of the rcal properry described herein as 
Tract 2, 
RECITALS 
1. The Greens have acquired atract of land consisting of 160 acres, nlore or less, in Latah 
Counry, Idaho, described as follows: 
The Southwest Quarter of Section 8, Township 40 North, Range 5 West Boise Meridian 
They have divided ir inro four rracrs, referred lo herein as Tract I through Tract 4, whose 
specific legal descriptions are set forth in the record of survey under catalog number 
472606 (dared January 22,2003), records of Latah County, State of Idaho. 
2. Now, therefore, the parties hereby agree as follows: 
ROAD CONSTRUCTION COMPLETlON AGREEMENT 
3. By this agreement the Greens will completc the construction of the private road 
servicing the Green Addition. To insure finds are available to complete paving, the 
Greens have secured a Money Market Certificate in the amount of the Foe Asphalt's bid 
@id copy attached) with a maturation date of July 2004 (bank record attached), which 
Money Market Certificate shall be deemed irrevocable by the parries until such a time as 
the paving improvements and road work have been llly completed. All road 
construction and paving will be completed by September 1,2004. 
AGREEMENT IN THE EVENT OF h BOUNDAY DISPUTE 
4. In accordance with the covenanrs of the title that the Shooks will receive with the 
w m t y  deed, the Greens represent and warrant that they shall continue to Iegaily dcfcnd 
the tide and surveyed amount ofthe 3 1.08 acres (record 472606) after The Shooks take 
tiUe ownership. By this ageement, the Greens will rake the following action regarding 
the WEITZ's potential adverse possession cla~m. Should Dr. and Mrs Weitz proceed 
with a legal action thal results in the loss of any portion of Tract 2 (sum loral equaling 
31.08 acres), the Clreeris shdl defend that legal action at rheir sole cost and expense and 
will &her compensate the Shooks in the amount of $4,745 83 per acre, in cash for said 
losses within seven 171 business days of rhe final judgment. Nothwithstanding anything 10 
the conwary, the Greens shall, not later than three [31 years from date, by appropriate 
Iega! acrion, agreement, or otherwise, proceed with Action ro Quier Title [Idaho Code 
Title 6, Chapter 4J to Tract 2 from any and dl Wcitz potential adverse possession 
claim[s]. 
ATTORNFY FEES 
5. Ifthe Greens or the Shooks institute a suit concerning this agreement, the prevailing 
party is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees and expenses. In the event of a trial, the 
amount ofthe attorneys' fees shall be Bed  by the coun. Thevenue ofrhe suit shall be 
@ah County, Idaho. This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho. 




s k . - R  %0& Date: s--1 s -2003 
Steven R. Shook 
h f h  & 5-1s -2aw 
Mary g~ilvernale Shook 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND NOTARY 
In the State of Idaho, County oELalah: 
ThisRoad and Bound-uy Agreement was sworn to and subscribed before me this day, 
1 %V ,2003, by the above-named parties: Todd Green, T o ~ a  Green, 
-
STATE OF m d h b  . COUNTY OF ~Lh-h 
--On this 1% d:ly of / r /2dy .20  023 
bciotc me. a notnrypublic in and lor thc saidr~tale, personally appeared 
q R ~ h m k  ~4 @y 6 '  s;I~er-le ~ h m k  
k n o w  or identified lo mc to be the Wrsons  whose name5 a= subscribed to the within i ~ S l ~ m e t i t  
and acknowledged ru me thzr +hq executed the same. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney i t  Law 
324 Main Street 
P.0; Boxl225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-994T 
208-746~5886 (fax) 
IS13 # 2129 
Cl~adesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for ~laint3slCounterdefendants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAI-I 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
5. WEITZ, husband and wife 1 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 1 
Idaho limited liability 1 
company, 1 
) 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wifc, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T 
CASTLE and CATI-IERME C. 
CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
1 
1 Case No; CV 2004-000080 
1 
1 
1 PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED 
1 WIlNESS LIST AND EXHIBIT 
1 LIST FOR TlUAL 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and through their attorney of record, 
CharIes A. Brown, md submit the following witness list and exhibit list pursuant to the First Pretrial 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED WITNESS 
LIST AND EXHIBIT LIST FOR 'IIUAL - f 
Clr;iiles A. &row.  Errl. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Mdo SL 
Lewislon. Id3110 83501 
- A .  . , A h " "  A h ,  " A ,  I J k 1 O J  Ud77:bn ~nn7-97-d8C 
, , 
. .  , (" c- f id6pLm-  ~ 7 ,  . d ~  3 u 1 i  p a ~ ! 3 2 a l .  , 
. ;. , 
, . 
. . .  . . 
, . ~. . 
i 
. , 
~ r d e i / ~ r &  Setting T$, dated November 15,2004. Plaintiffs Eiserie the right to 6311 my of the 
. . 
defkndanfs, if necessary to support their case in chief. 
WITN3SS LIST: 
It ii3 anficipated that the following.~i4ti>esses on behalf of the plaintiffs All be called 
in this order: 
Ronald Monson via his deposition or if he is personally available 
Duane E. Priest, P]LS 
Consuelo Weilz 
Dana Townsend 
Josh Ritter via his deposition 
Peilelope Morgan Ph.D. 

















Gerald Rocldord "Rocky" Weiti! 
PLAJNTIFFS' PROPOSED WITNESS 
LIST AND EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL - 2 
CBwlcn A  awn, Esq. 
P.O. ilor 1225/3?6 M;~in St. 
Lcwiston. Idaho 53501 
208;146.99171208-746jS66 (fax) 
EXHIBIT LIST - see attached. 
DATED on this 26th day of September, 2005. 
Attonley for Plaintiffs/Co~mterdcfcndmts 
1, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
- mailed by regular first class mail, sent by facsimile ody  
aild deposited in the United States to: 208-592-8030 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
- sent by facsimile, mailed by - sent by Federal Express, 
regular first class mail, and overnigl~t delivery 
deposited in the Unitcd States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar, Attorney at Law 
at the offices of Charles A. Brown 
324 Main Street 
Lcwiston, ID 83501 
on this 26th day of September, 2005. 
Clieilos A. Brow. Esq. 
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED WITNESS P.O. BOX 1225/321 Main SL 
LIST AND EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL - 3 Lcwiston. l d h  83501 208-14G-9947~08-7il6-5EflG (fa) 
1120 
.I*( I -An,+ .nA.  8 en., , " P O P  nhr a n r  m l ~ i n  lk 'dl-woli  Wd77:bn c n n 7 - ~ 7 - d % ~  
PLAINTIFFS' EXHIBIT LIST 
WEITZ ET AL. v. GREEN ET AL. 
CASE NO. CV 04000080 
VOLUME I - SUR-Y MAPS Br AERIAL MAPS 
PLAINTIFFS' EXI-fIBIT LIST 
WWTZ ET AL. v. GREEN ET AL. 
CASE NO. CV 04-000080 


















July 2003 calendar of Dana Townsend, Exhibit 22 to 
Deposition of Dana Townsend 
Road Maintenmce Agreement, dated December 27, 
2002, Instrument No. 471901 
Road and Boundary Agreement, Green to Castle, dated 
February 28,2003 
Road and Boundary Agreement, Green to Shook, dated 
May 13,2003 
Selilement Agreement and Rclcasc of Claims, The Inez 
I-I. Rogers Family Trclst to Todd A Green and Tonia L. 
Green, dated August 1,2003 
------ 
Exhibit N subnlilted bythc defendants at tbc preliminary 
injunction hearing 
Exhibit 3 attached to Memotandun1 in Support of 
Dcfcndants - Counterplaintiffs Application for a 
Preliminary Injunction 
Exhibit "A" to plaintiffs' Complaint - legal 
description for tract 4 (Green) 
Exhibit "B" to plai~xtiffs' Complaint - legal description 
for tract 1 (Sltook) 
Exhibit "C"' to plaintiffs' Complaint - legal description 
for tract 2 (Shook) 
Disputed properly legal descril~tion for 8.57 acres 
Duane Priest's legal descripticzn as per red fence line 
describing Tract 1 
Duane Priest's legal description as per red fence line 
describing Tract 2 
Duane Priest's legal description as per red fence line 
describing Tract 4 
. . 
.. . ~ d & \ % - ' -  ..!.a, a s  a m 1 1  p a n i a 3 a l  
. \ ( ,.,-- l '  
-, . ,, . . (, . . . . .. 
'.' . .'. 
. . .  
, . 
PLAINT~FS' EXHIBIT LIST 
. . WEITZ ET AL. v. GREEN ET AL. 
CASE NO. CV 04-000080 . . 
VOLUME 111 - WARRANTY DEEDS 6c LEASES 
Inez H. Rogers Trust to 
96, Defendants' Exhibit D a? 
PLA1NTLI;'FS' EX-XIBIT LIST 
WEITZ ET AL. v. GREEN ET AL. 
CASE NO. CV 04-000080 







Photograp11 taken in approximately 1995 of the 
perimeter road in question and shows the road as being 
inuchgreater than 18 to 24inches in width, Exhihit "A" 
to Affidavit of Coilsuelo J. Weitz in Support of Motion 
to Allow Plailitiffs' Expert to the Disputed P~operty 
and Upon the Undisputed Property of the Defendants' 
Within 20 Feet of the Disputed Fence 
Photograph ofthe perimeter road near the radio station 
talcen iri 1995, Exhibit "D," of Consuelo J. 
Weitz in Support of Motion to Allow Plaintiffs' Expert 
to the Disputed Property and Upon the U~~disputed 
Property of the Defendants' Within 20 Feet of the 
Disputed F n c e  
Photograplz, Exhibit "B-2" taken in December of 2003 
and is near the radio station, Affidavit of Consuelo J. 
Weitz in Support of Motion to Allow Plaintiffs' Expeil 
to the Disputed Property and Upon the Undisputed 
Property vf the Defendants' Within 20 Feet of the 
Disputed Fence 
Photograph, Exhibit '13-1" of ihe perimeter road talcen 
in approximately December of 2003 
Photograph, Exhibit '"-1" of the eastern end of the 
perimeter road talcell in June of 2005, Affidavit of 
Consuelo 1. Weitz in Support of Motion to Allow 
Plaintiffs' Expert to the Disputed Property and Upon 
-the Undisputed Property of the Defendants' Within 20 
Feet ofthe Disputed Fence 
. . 
" 
P~lotograph of blue gate 
Photograph of blue gate 
Photograph of blue gate 
Photographs A-1 to A-71, plctures of the perimeter 
road (and a few which capture the view rrom thc 
penmeter road - such as the radio building) as it 
appeared in July of2005, Exhibit "A" to AEdavit of 
Consuelo 3. Weitz in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Rcconsideration, previously supplied to defendants 
1940 satellite photograph of S. 8 T. 4 N R. 5 WBM 
1965 satellite photograph of S. 8 T. 4 N R. 5 WBM wd 
overlay 
1953 satellite photographof S. 8 T. 4 N R. 5 WBM and 
overlay @lack and wl~ite) 
1983 satellite photograph of S. 8 T. 4 N R 5 WBM 
and overlay (color) 
1989 satellite photograph of S. 8 T. 4 N  R. 5 WBM 
and overlay 
2005 satellite photograph of S 8 T. 4 N R 5 WBM 
and overlay 
















MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
: , h ~  a&&@+@ 
-.- \ 
?O@d SEP 2 7 ~8 lo: 
SCHWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwam #I573 
5 14 South Pollc Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for Defel~dantsICounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolcs and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI33 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 




TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs. 1 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs provide the following trial witness list. Witnesses are listed in 
the order in which Defendants avlticipate calling them at trial 
1. Todd A. Green. 
2. Ronald P. Monson, PLS. 
3. Steven R. Shook. 
4. Danial T. Castle. . 
DEFENDANTS' TRIAL WITNESS LIST 
Tom Richards. 
William E. Schlosser, Ph.D. 
Bob Coats. 
Thomas Rogers. 





Linda Kirlc Fox. 
Wayne A. Fox. 
Erol Barbut. 
Daniel W. Green. 
R. Gerald Wkgl~t. 
Harley Wright. 
Willemina Kardong. 
DATED this 24th day of September, 2005. 
mhA- 
Robert M. Magyar ug 
Attorney for 6fendantsl~ounte~laintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
7% 
I hereby certify that on this 2-4 day of September, 2005,I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, lD 83501 
DEFENDANTS' TRIAL WITNESS LIST - 2 
( ) Overnight Nail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
MAGYAR LAW F E W  
Robert M. Magyar #I667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
SCHWAM LAW FEW 
Andrew Schwam #I573 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for DefendantsICounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolcs and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF T I E  SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, LN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAI-I 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
) 
PlaintiffsICounterdefendants, 1 SUPPLEMENT TO 
v. 1 
1 DEFENDANTSICOUNTERPLAINTFFS' 
TODD A. GREEN and TONLA L. GREEN, ) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) , EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES 
and MARY E. SWERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., 1 
1 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs. ) 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs (herein sometimes referred to as Green), through their counsel 
of record, hereby supplement their expert witness disclosures to Plaintiffs - Counterdefendants 
(herein sonietimes referred to as Weitz). 
Supplement to 1.1 H. 
SUPPLEMENT TO 
DEEENDANTS/COUNTERPLAINTIEFS' 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSUREIS - 1 
Mr. Richards will testify that aerial photographs from various years show the following: 
a) Plaintiffs did not log in ornear the disputed area in 1991. 
b) Logging took place in the disputed area in the 1980s and the 1990s and that 
on these occasions the logs were skidded across the disputed fence remnants 
and down to the landing on the Rogers property. This will confirm the 
testimony of Tom Rogers and Mr. Fox that such logging by the Rogers took 
place in the disputed area. 
c) Logging by Plaintiffs predecessor in interest on the NE114 of section 8 in the 
late 1950s stopped at or near the true quarter section line and did not continue 
south any place near the disputed fence remnants. 
d) the visible line near the true quarter section line on the land west of the 
property has been clearly visible since 1940. 
DATED this 27" day of September, 2005. 
Attorney for DefendantsICounterplaintiffs 
.; CERTFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 27" day of September, 2005, I caused a hue and correct copy of 
the foregoing SUPPLEMENT TO EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES to be served on the 
following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, PD 83501 
& n h  
Robert M. Magyar u u 
SUPPLEMENT TO 
DEFENDANTSiCOUNTERPLAZNT1FI;S' 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES - 2 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar k11667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
SCHWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwam #I573 
514 South Polli Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for Defendants!Counterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolcs and Castles. 
IN TI% DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND KJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A h 9  FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEIlZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTLFFS' 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
v. 1 OF ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) AND REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOIC, ) 
DANLAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANI:< N.A., 1 
1 
Defendants!Cou~terplaintiffs. 
The Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of Order Denying Plai~lfiffs' Motion to Amend 
Complaint and Reply to Counterclaim having come before this Court for hearing on August 29, 
2005, the Plaintiffs having been represented by Charles A. Brown and the Defendants having been 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFFS' MOTIO'I'I 
FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER DENYING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
AND REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - I 
/' 
represented by Robert M. Magyar and Andrew Schwam, and oral argument having been heard, and 
the Court, having reviewed the file and record herein, exercises its discretion by making the 
following ORDER: 
IT IS EXEREBY ORDERED that for the reasons given orally in the record on August 29, 
2005, said Motion For Reconsideration is denied. 
z3.k Dated this day of September, 2005. 
~dhn R. Stegner 
District Judge 
CLERIC'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this &ay of September, 2005,I caused a true and correct copy of 
this document to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Robert M. Magyax 
Magyar Law Fiml 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Andrew Schwam 
Schwam Law Firm 
514 South Polk Street 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
&and Delivery 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) US.  Mail 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) F3csimile 
&and Delivery 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTJFFS' MOTION 
FOR RECONSJDERATION OF ORDER DENYING 
PLAINTTFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
MAGYAR LAW FLRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
SCHWAM LAW FLRM 
Andrew Scl~wam #I573 
514 South Pollc Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for DefendantsICounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolis and Castles. 
W TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDATTO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 
1 ORDER PERMITTING ACCESS BY 
PlaintiffsICounterdefendants, ) DEFENDANTS AND TI-IEIR EXPERTS 
v. ) TO PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY FOR THE 
) PURPOSE OF DATING FENCE 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) REMNANTS NEAR THE TRUE 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN THE 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOIC, ) PARTIES' PROPERTIES 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERWE 1 




The Defendants' Motion to Permit Access by Defendants and their Experts to Plaintiffs' 
Property for the Purpose of Dating Fence Remnants Near the True Boundary Line Between the 
Parties' Properties having come before this Court for hearing on August 29, 2005, the Plaintiffs 
having been represented by Charles A. Brown and theDefendants having been represented by Robert 
M. Magyar and Andrew Schwam, and oral argument having been heard, and the Court, having 
ORDER PERMITTING ACCESS BY 
DEFENDANTS AND THEIR EXPERTS 
TO PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY 
TO DATE FENCE REMNANTS - 1 
1132 
reviewed the file and record herein, exercises its discretion by making the following ORDER: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: that said Motion to Permit Access is Granted; that during any 
such access by Defendants and their experts, either Mr. Schwam or Mr. Magyar shall be present 
during such access; that the steps taken to date the fence remnants may include cutting down the two 
(2) trees that hold fence remnants 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT this Order Permitting Access will expire on 
" .+ 
Dated this 3day of September, 2005 
7 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
CLERIS'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this - day of September, 2005,I caused a true and correct copy of 
this document to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Andrew Schwam 
Schwam Law Firm 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Clerlr of the Court 
ORDER PERMITTWG ACCESS BY 
DEFENDANTS AND THEIR EXPERTS 
TO PLAINTIFFS' PROPERTY 
TO DATE FENCE REMNANTS - 2 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Ovemight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Hand Delivery 
MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1 906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
SCHWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwam #l573 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for DefendantslCounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolts and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, INAND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, ) 
1 
PlaintiffsICounterdefeildants, 1 SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO 
V. 1 
1 DEFENDANTSICOUNTERPLAINTIFFS ' 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GRJ3EN, ) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES 
and MARY E. SLLVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANLLV, T. CASTLE and CATHERWE ) 




DefendantsICounterplaintiffs (herein sometimes referred to as Green), though their counsel 
of record, hereby supplement their expert witness disclosures to Plaintiffs - Counterdefendants 
(herein sometimes referred to as Weitz). 
Supplement to 1.1 H. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO 
DEFENDANTSICOUNTEWLAWTIFFS' 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES - I 
Mr. Richards will testify that aerial photographs from various years show the following: 
a) By 1987 the disputed fence was no longer standing in the western part of the 
SE ?4. 
DATED this 27th day of September, 2005. 
& ~ h w ; c - -  
Robert M. M a w  u u 
-, 
Attorney for DefendantslCounterplaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 27fi day of September, 2005,I caused atrue and correct copy of 
the foregoing SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES to be served on 
the following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown ( ) Overnight Mail 
. Attorney at Law ( ) U.S. Mail 
P.O. Box 1225 ( ) Facsimile 
Lewiston, ID 83501 JI(J I-Iand Delivery 
M A 4 -  
Robert M. Magyar 
SECOND SUPPLEMENT TO 
DEEENDANTSICOUNTERPLAINTIFFS' 
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURES - 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
- COURTMINUTES - 
John R. Stegner Jodi M. Stordiau 
District Judge Court Reporter 
Recording: J:3/2005-09-27 
Date: September 27,2005 Time: 10:32 A.M. 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ & ) Case No. CV-04-00080 





) Plaintiff Consuelo Weitz present with 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. ) Charles Brown, Lewiston, ID 
GREEN, l~usband and wife, STEVEN R. ) 
SHOOK and MARY E. SILVERNALE ) Defendants represented by counsel, 
SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and ) Andrew M. Schwam, Moscow, ID 
CATHERINE C. CASTLE, and U.S. ) Robert M. Magyar, Moscow, ID 
BANK, N.A., 
) 
- - Defendants. 
TODD A. GREEN and T O W  L. 
) 
1 
GREEN, husband and w%e, STEVEN R. ) 
SHOOK and MARY E. SILVERNALE ) 
SHOOK, DANIAL T. CASTLE and 




GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO J. ) 
WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ & ) 







Subject of Proceedings: PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
This being the time fiied pursuant to order of the Court for cortducting a pretrial 
conference in this case, Court noted the presence of counsel and the parties. 
In response to inquiry from the Court, Mr. Brown had no objection to the form of 
the Order Denying Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of Order denying Plaintiffs' 
Motion to Amend Complaint and Reply to Counterclaim or the Order Permitting Access 
by Defendants and Their Experts to Plaintiffs' Property for the Purpose of Dating Fence 
Remnants Near the True Boundary Line Between the Parties' Properties. Court signed the 
orders as presented, filling in the expiration date of October 3,2005, on the second order. 
Mr. Schwam requested that the Court fix an expiration date on the plaintiffs' order 
allowing access to defendants' property. There being no objection from Mr. Brown, Court 
fixed the expiration date of October 8,2005, on the plaintiffs' access order. 
Colloquy was had between Court and counsel regarding purposed trial exhibits. 
Both counsel agreed to provide opposing counsel with a list of witnesses they 
intend to call during trial the night before they are called. 
Colloquy was had between Court and counsel regarding the trial schedule. 
Mr. Schwam moved to incorporate the testimony and exhibits from the preliminary 
injunction hearing into the trial. Mr. Brown argued in opposition to the motion. Court 
recessed briefly at 10:50 A.M., reconvening at 10:50 A.M., indicating that it wouldwad the 
transcript from the preliminary injunction hearing. Court directed counsel to continue the 
exhibit  umbering where they left off at the preliminary injunction hearing conducted on 
April 15,2005. Plaintiffs Exhibit #1 and Defendant's Exhibits A - N were admitted at the 
preliminary injunction hearing, so trial exhibits would start numbering at #2 for plaintiffs 
and 0 for defendants. 
Mr. Schwam indicated his intent to move for dismissal at the close of the plaintiffs' 
case and requested leave to present briefing on the issue. Colloquy was had between 
Court and counsel regarding whether the Court would allow counsel to present closing 
argument in writing. Court stated that it is not prepared to rule on that at this time. 
Colloquy was had between Court and counsel regarding the witnesses. 
Colloquy was had between Court and counsel regarding the depositions taken in 
this case, many of which had not been read and signed. Court ruled that iE a deposition 
has not been corrected and signed prior to being introduced at trial, it would be taken 
verbatim without a correction when introduced. Both counsel agreed to be bound by that. 
Mr. Schwam stated that Mr. Brown had filed another Motion to Reconsider and 
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy CIerk 
scheduled it for hearing on the morning of trial. Mr. Schwaln moved to shorten time of 
hearing of that motion to today and argued in support of the motion. Mr. Brown indicated 
that he is not prepared to proceed on his motioi~ today and argued in opposition to the 
motion. Mr. Schwam argued in rebuttal. Mr. Brown argued in surrebuttal. For reasons 
articulated on the record, Court granted Mr. Schwam's oral motion to shorten time, 
indicating that it would hear the plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider today. 
Mr. Brown argued in support of the plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider. Mr. Schwam 
argued in opposition to the motion. Mr. Brown argued in rebuttal. For reasons articulated 
on the record, Court granted the motion, allowing plaintiffs to amend their pleadings to 
allege equitable estoppel. Mr. Brown indicated that he would submit an order in 
accordance with the Court's ruling. 
Court recessed at lk27 A.M. 
APPROVED BY: 




Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street . 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB #: 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants. 
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BY- 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife 
and WEITZ & SONS, LLC, an 




TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. 
GREEN, husband and wife, 
STEVEN R. SHOOK and MARY E. 
SILVERNALE SHOOK, DANIAL T. 
CASTLE and CATHERINE C. 




















1 SUPPLEMXNTAL PROPOSED 
1 WITNESS LIST AND EXHIBIT 
1 LIST FOR TNAL 
COME NOW the plaintiffs above named by and through their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and supplements the witness list and exhibit list filed on September 26,2005, as 
follows: 
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL PROPOSED 
WITNESS LIST AND EXI-UBIT LIST FOR TRIAL - 1 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225024Main St. 
Lerxiston, Id&o 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-58 
I,.Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
mailed by regular first class mail, - sent by facsimile only 
and deposited in the United States to: 208-892-8030 -Magyar 
Post Office 208-882-4190 - Schwam 
1 sent by facsimile, mailed by sent by Federal Express, 
regular fist  class mail, and overnight delivery 
deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
hand delivered 
to: Robert M. Magyar 
Magyar Law Firm 
201 North Maill Street 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, ID 83843 
% 
on this 3day of September, 2005. 
PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL PROPOSED 
WITNESS LIST AND EXHIBIT LIST FOR TRIAL - 3 
Andrew M. Schwam, Esq. (mailed on1 y ) 
Schwam Law Office 
514 South Polk Street # 6 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Chadcs A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
WITNESS LIST: 
Ronald J. Landeck via his deposition 
Robert L. Brower 
EXHIBIT LIST: 
DATED on this & day 
Charles A. Brown 
~ ' @ o k e y  for PlaintiffsICounterdefendants 
Cilarier A. Brown. ESG 
PLANTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL PROPOSED 
WITNESS LIST AND EXHIBIT LIST FOR THAI, - 2 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208-746-99471208-746-5 TT'4 6 
MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar#1667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile 
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CLERK OF CIIS'rRICT COURT 
LA7Al.i c0Uirin 
BY---' &PUP/ 
SCMWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwain #I573 
514 South Polk Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-4190 Telephone 
Attorneys for DeFendants/Counterplaintiffs: Greens, Shooks and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
&SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, 1 




TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) 
husband and wire, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATIHERINE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., ) 
DefendantsICounte~~laintiffs. 1 
I 
DefendantsICounterplaintiffs provide the following trial exhibit list. Exhibits are listed in the 
order i n  whicli Defenda~ils anticipate they will be ofrered at tr~al 
See List attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
DEFENDANTS' TRIAL EXHIBIT LIST - I 
DATED this 30'" day of September, 2005 
A9.w-l- 
Robert M. Magyar 
Attorney for DefendantsiCounterplaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
\ 
I hereby certify that on this 30"' day of September, 2005,I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served on the following in the manner indicated below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
DEFENDANTS' TRIAL EXHIBIT LIST - 2 
( ) overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
$Q Hand Delivery 
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT LIST 
WEITZ ET AL. v. GREEN ET AL. 
CASE NO. CV 04-000080 




/ Recorder's No. 475954 
n I I I -I 
( Deed, Schoepflin to Yeatts & Welch, W '/z NE $4, Recorded 10- ) 
16-02, Recorder's No. 469910 
Deed, Schoepflin to Gerald and Consuelo Weitz, E % -I-, 
Recorded 6-16-77, Recorder's No. 287179 




Recorded 2-1 1-03, Recorder's No. 473230 
Deed, Rogers Trust to Green, SE %, Recorded 8-2-02, Recorder's 
No. 467896 
Deed, Green to Castle, part of SE %, Recorded 2-28-03, 
Recorder's No. 473688 







Photo, Pink Stake, Yellow tags in bearing Lree, hog wire rence 
Photo, Pink Stake, Yellow tag in bearing tree 
Photo, Single strand of barbed wire between 2 trees 
Photo, Blue Gate and path to the East 




T A R  
i 1 I / tree sign, "side roads", yellow barrel, blue gate, "loop road" and 1 
Photo, Just bladed road at extreme East end 
Photo, Bladed road with log barriel- and No Trespassing Sign 













Aerial Photo with Priest overlay of items shown in Exhibit T 





Priest Data Collection For Weitz - 9/8/05 







Monson Survey sliowing "cattle chute" i n  NE corner of SE % 
Monson Corner Perpetuation and Filing Record - 472243 
1933 Aerial Photo 
1933 Aerial Photo enlarged 
State of Idaho (IDL) Bearing Tree Marker for '/4 corner 
Monson Survey with Priest locations of old fenceline, shack, line 
Copy Weitz Check No. 10568, $235.85 
.Landeck BiIIi~lg sheet to Weitz dated 7/24/03 
Aerial Photo (from helicopter) taken by Weitz showing NW 
corner d SE % , and cut in trees for WWP power line 
BB I through BB3 - Hodge Survey for Weitz and Sons, CLC for 
lalid sale, and related Deeds in NW % Section 8 
WWP survey map showing power line into NE and SE '/4 s Sec 8 
i - i 
DEFENDANTS' EXHIBIT LIST 
WEITZ ET AL. v. GREEN ET AL 



































RR 95 - 2 and 3 - 1995 Aerial Photo of dispu;ed area 
SS - 83 Photo of disputed area in 1983 (aerial or satellite) 
Report by Northwest Management, Inc. 
Supplemental Report by Northwest Management, Inc. 
Surveyor Monson's location of fence remnants on Weitz land 
December 16,2002 letter from Magyar to Landeck 
Description of Exhibit 
Declaration of Protective Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions 
for Green's Addition 
EE1 throng11 EE20 - Photos o.f Felice Remnants - 1 1-09-02 
FF1 through F F ~ O -  Photos of Road after Weitz Heavy Blading 
GGl through GG6 -Photos of tree damage and slash pile from 
HH 1 through HH 13 - Photos of SE !A Views 
- 
111 through I112 - Photos of Survey Markers 
JJ1 through JJ4 -Photos of Rock Gabions b~iilt during July, 2003 
Fence Building .. 
'vTOLUME 2 
KK 0-20N through KK 2700-20s - Photos of Alleged Boundary 
Line taken at 100 foot intervals in September, 2005. 0-20N 
signifies photo talien at the West end 20 feet off the alleged line 
looking North. 0-20s signifies photo taken at the West end 20 
feet off the alleged line looking South. 100-20N signifies photo 
taken 100 feet from the West end 20 feet off the alleged line 
looking North, and so on. 
South End Ilog Wire Fence 
Line Sign -top wire broken 
Shack 
Slash Pile with Steve Shook 
PP1 through PP5 - Photos of fence remnants North of the survey 
line on Weitz property 
RR 40 - 26 and 27 - 1949 Aerial Photo of disputed area 
RR 55 - 13 and 14 - 1955 Aerial Photo of disputed area 
RR 58 - 83 and 84 - 1958 Aerial Photo of disputed area 
RR 65 - 4 and 5 - 1965 Aerial Photo of disputed area 
RR 87 - 87 and 88 - 1987 Aerial Photo oC disputed area 
WEITZ ET AL. v. GWEN ET AL. 
CASE NO. CV 04-000080 
Ex. No. ADM REJ Descriwtion of Exhibit 
MAGYAR LAW FIRM 
Robert M. Magyar #I 667 
530 South Asbury St. - Suite 5 
P.O. Box 8074 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-1906 Telephone 
(208) 882-1908 Facsimile /fH 
SCHWAM LAW FIRM 
Andrew Schwam #I573 
514 South Pollc Street 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
(208) 882-41 90 Telephone 
Attorneys for DefendantslCounterplaintiffs: Greens, Shoolts and Castles. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDIClAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, N A N D  FOR THE? COUNTY OF LATAH 
GERALD E. WEITZ and CONSUELO ) 
J. WEITZ, husband and wife, and WEITZ ) Case No. CV-04-000080 
& SONS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company, ) NOTICE OF SERVICE OF 
) DEFENDANTS' SUPPLEMENT TO 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants, 1 ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFFS' FIRST 
v. ) INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
) FOR PRODUCTION 
TODD A. GREEN and TONIA L. GREEN, ) 
husband and wife, STEVEN R. SHOOK ) 
and MARY E. SILVERNALE SHOOK, ) 
DANIAL T. CASTLE and CATHERINE ) 
C. CASTLE, and U.S. BANK N.A., ) 
) 
DefendantslCounterplaintiffs. ) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the E d a y  of ~ctober ,  2005, the Originals 
of Defendants' Supplement to Answers to Plaintiffs' First Interrogatories and Request for Production 
were served on Plaintiffs in the inanner shown below: 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston. ID 83501 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) U.S. Mail 
OQ Facsimile 
( ) Hand Delivery 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
1 CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
2 PAGE LINE CORRECTION ,. 
3 5 13 A. 966 Pheasant Run in Moscow. 
4 . 14 1 :L A. No. 







I hereby certify that this is a true and 
correct copy of my testimony, together with any changes 
I have made on this and any subsequent pages attached 
hereto: 
Dated this 27 day of S-p I%V /WF, 
2005. 
STEVEN ROSS SHOOK, DEPONENT 
Sworn and Subscribed before me this 2 9 %  
day of sh%Vt!& , 2005. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Residing in fl0ScukJ , Idaho 
- My Commission Expires: 05-0.5-07 
